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MAJOR ARCANA

0. THE FOOL

Upright:
You’re new in town, you’ve made some bold 
fashion choices and you’re ready to take a 
rather dramatic step into the unknown. Things 
might get a bit sloppy, but that’s what adven-
tures are all about! Harness this fresh opti-
mism, ignore the fears nipping at your heel and 
propel yourself into whatever delicious future 
is waiting. Just remember, confidence can be 
the liquor of the fool, so don’t drink a donkey’s 
share. Small sips are key. 

Reversed:
Every step forward feels like plunging off a cliff. 
You’ve gathered everything you need for the 
journey ahead, but can’t stop thinking about all 
the little things that could go wrong. Or maybe 
you feel like you’ve been taking too many 
risks and there might be some consequences 
sneaking up behind you. Either way, it’s hard 
to keep your eyes fixed on the road ahead, 
and you’re feeling drained of that sweet, fool-
ish momentum that any true adventure runs 
on. Take a breath, regain clarity, put one foot 
in front of another and before long you’ll be in 
the swing of things again.

1. THE MAGICIAN
Upright:
The Magician is a tightrope-walking diplomat, 
balanced between the spiritual realm above 
and the material realm below. They have all the 
tools they need to set off on their journey, and 
are able to use their connection to the celestial 
world in order to manifest their goals in phys-
ical reality. Their twisted halo symbolizes the 
infinite potential that awaits them. They hold 
a letter in one hand in which is written their 
destiny, ready to be delivered to the world. This 

card tells you that you’ve done all the planning 
you need to realize a goal or execute a plan. All 
you need to do now is take that first step! 

Reversed: 
Caught between the spiritual realm above 
and the material realm below, the Magician’s 
thoughts have become confused and led to 
inertia. Maybe you don’t feel prepared for 
the journey ahead, or perhaps you’re thinking 
about the bigger picture, wondering what the 
ultimate purpose of your goals are. This could 
be a sign that your higher values are in con-
flict with your material ambitions. Ask yourself 
what your end goal really is, and trust your 
intuition to guide you forward. Despite how it 
may seem, all the tools you need for success 
are there. There is something valuable inside 
you that is yearning to be delivered to the 
world, poised like a beautiful letter waiting to 
be read. Don’t let doubt, fear or petty concerns 
prevent it from getting to its destination. 

2. THE HIGH PRIESTESS
Upright:
Seated between two liquid pillars, The High 
Priestess is all about duality, balance and me-
diation. While she maintains her razor-sharp 
conscious intellect, she also focuses inwards, 
consulting a book of mysterious and closely 
guarded secrets. She has broken the cipher of 
these pages only after long and devoted years 
of inner study, a prospect that might seem 
daunting to those just starting their own jour-
ney within. However long her road has been, 
she stands as a testament to the wisdom and 
enlightenment that awaits just beyond the veil.

Reversed:
The reversed High Priestess is all about secrecy 
and hidden knowledge. Maybe you’re finding it 
hard to trust your intuition and be honest with 
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4. EMPEROR

Upright:
The Emperor is a strategist and lawmaker, 
imposing pattern and structure on the chaos 
around him. His strength and discipline are 
what hold the kingdom together. If you have 
recently attained a new level of responsibility, 
the Emperor suggests that you should approach 
this role with honour, duty and rigor. Plot out 
your next moves slowly and methodically; rou-
tine and repetition will bring you strength, and 
determination will allow you to bend even the 
largest obstacles to your advantage.

Reversed:
The reversed Emperor suggests a power rela-
tionship that has become oppressive and abu-
sive. A distinctly paternal figure, this card might 
represent a domineering father or authority 
figure, someone who has failed to maintain the 
duties and obligations of their role. Or per-
haps you are the one developing an unhealthy 
relationship to power. There are people who 
are depending on you to restore order from 
chaos, but you’re finding yourself tempted to 
take advantage of this power imbalance. Either 
way, this is a chance to re-evaluate and find a 
healthier way to proceed, without compromis-
ing your values and self-respect. 

5. THE HIEROPHANT
Upright:
The Hierophant holds membership to an an-
cient order of mystics. Nearing the end of a 
lifetime steeped in cryptic tradition, he sits 
throned in dank underground caverns, pon-
dering the ethereal mysteries of the spiritual 
realm. While the High Priestess is the result of 
a life of intuitive inner learning, The Hierophant 
represents the knowledge gained from seeking 
external mentors, following traditions and for-

yourself, relying too much on that sharp, ra-
tional mind to tell you what to feel. Or maybe 
you know exactly what this hidden knowledge 
might be, but you’re concealing it from some-
one else, avoiding potential consequences, 
pressing it into a book of all the things you’d 
rather just forget. It’s time to take a deep dive 
inwards, push back the veil of secrecy and let 
the truth out. 

3. THE EMPRESS
Upright:
Life springs from every pore of the Empress 
as she sits on her garden throne. She is sur-
rounded by sensual beauty and the abundant 
life she has created, having nurtured it into 
full bloom. Like her, you are a vibrant creative 
force, capable of bringing happiness and com-
fort into your life. Of course, that doesn’t just 
mean material comfort. Full of maternal love, 
she invites you to connect more deeply with 
your femininity, to cherish the abundance of 
nature that surrounds you, to practice self-love 
and be fertile with new possibilities.

Reversed:
You’re surrounded by abundance and comfort, 
but something isn’t feeling right. The happi-
ness and new possibilities you thought would 
bloom into fruition have turned ashen and 
sour. Perhaps the nurturing aspect of a rela-
tionship has become overbearing and co-de-
pendent. You’re spending all your time and en-
ergy on other people, and not leaving any left 
over for yourself. It’s time for some self-care! 
Dig deep, rediscover and cherish the beautiful, 
vital life force that is incubating inside you.
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mal doctrine. It’s not so much the fear of inde-
pendence that drives this inclination, but rather 
a pratcical faith in the conventional and well-
tested. Perhaps you have taken on a mentor or 
assumed that role for someone else, imparting 
lessons and traditions passed down through 
generations, creating new links in a chain of 
meaning that has deep relevance for you. 

Reversed:
Sometimes, you just have to toss tradition right 
out the window. You’ve been relying on a set 
of rules, social conventions or doctrines which 
the Hierophant represents, and while these 
may have worked for you at one point, it’s now 
time to break free and get a little weird. You’re 
not seeking external validation from mentors 
or role models anymore. Instead, you’re feel-
ing the desire to carve out your own path. This 
might mean standing out from the crowd a bit, 
but who cares? Rules were made to be bent, 
and now is the time to find flexibility.

6. THE LOVERS 
Upright:
The Lovers are balanced in perfect harmony, 
having poked their heads out of their shells 
and placed their complete trust and respect 
in one another. The card often has warm, pas-
sionate romantic connotations, but can also 
refer to a platonic relationship with a close 
friend or family member. More generally, The 
Lovers is about decision-making, the uniting of 
seemingly opposed elements, and the weigh-
ing of moral values. After the rigid institutional 
systems of the Hierophant, you’re ready to 
think for yourself and come to your own con-
clusions, thinking with both head and heart.  

Reversed: 
It would seem that something is out of whack 
in one of your relationships. Perhaps trust has 

been violated, leaving someone feeling dis-
respected. Fiery passion has left you feeling 
burned, or perhaps things have just gradually 
cooled into uncertainty. It can be difficult to 
know where the blame lies in these circum-
stances, or whether such questions are even 
productive. Rules and rigid systems can’t help 
with such emotional complexity. It’s time to 
decide what feels right to you, not just in the 
moment, but in a way that will preserve your 
higher values as you proceed into the future.

7. THE CHARIOT
Upright:
The charioteer needs all his strength to keep 
the chariot moving straight ahead, with its 
pair of steads pulling in opposite directions. 
His strength is not derived from physical ag-
gression, and so the charioteer has no use for 
reigns. Only a giant feather is required, with 
which he gently tickles the creatures, directing 
them forward with great focus and determi-
nation. The charioteer is deeply connected to 
the celestial realm, suggested by the crescent 
moon armour, and the starry canopy above. 
This card is a sign that it is time to be coura-
geous and assert yourself, while maintaining 
delicay and tact. Though it may sometimes feel 
like all the pushing and pulling is sending you 
off the rails, you have the strength and maturity 
necessary to keep everything in balance and 
progressing in a positive direction. 

Reversed:
This chariot is about to go off the rails! Two 
creatures, inverted from one another, are pull-
ing everything in opposite directions, and the 
charioteer has all but forgotten where he was 
trying to get to in the first place. His fear of 
losing control has made his helmet assume 
a harsher, more tyrannical aspect. What was 
once a feather in his hand has become a whip. 
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The Chariot card challenges you to accept that 
you cannot always be in control. With focus 
and self-discipline, this frustration and aggres-
sion you’re feeling can be directed into some-
thing more productive and positive.

8. STRENGTH
Upright:
A gentle gardener has miraculously tamed 
a gruesome beast, stroking it gently around 
its razor-sharp horns. She is displaying great 
strength and fearlessness, but also love and 
compassion, able to patiently direct the energy 
of the beast in positive ways. The loops of her 
sunhat form an infinity symbol, representing 
the endless potential which this firm but gen-
tle touch can yield. Like her, you need to draw 
on your compassion and bravery to overcome 
whatever sharp-toothed obstacle might stum-
ble into your way! 

Reversed:
This rather unsightly creature seems calm 
enough for now, but it could rear up at any mo-
ment and really do some damage with those 
horns. Fear, anger and doubt have been build-
ing up inside of you and are threatening to spill 
out in destructive ways. You might be tempted 
to lash out at those around you, or retreat from 
other people out of resentment. Your emotions 
are out of control and your own strength has 
turned against you, forcing you down into bitter 
stagnation. You need to draw on your love and 
compassion in order to tame the beast within.

9. HERMIT
Upright:
The Hermit wanders the mountaintops on a 
solitary journey of introspection. By withdraw-

ing from society even for a short time, he has 
been able to get in touch with his higher spir-
itual self. Having turned away from consumer 
culture, he gathers up bits and pieces of the 
cast-off products others have left behind, turn-
ing them into simple tools and machines that 
he can use in meaningful ways. A born tinkerer, 
he is interested in deciphering the workings of 
his own mind and soul. And though his lamp 
might not illuminate more than a step ahead of 
him, he has the inner wisdom to maintain his 
sense of direction. The Hermit invites you to 
turn your attention away from material and so-
cial concerns, in order to gain a more spiritual 
understanding of your place in the world. 

Reversed:
The reversed Hermit is a sign that you might 
be withdrawing too much from the world, 
spending too much time wrapped up in your 
thoughts. Maybe you’ve been avoiding social 
situations or a complex relationship because 
you’re feeling apprehensive, but self-reflection 
hasn’t led you to the solution you had hoped 
for. Your inner lamp is not lighting the way for 
you, and it’s uncertain were your next step will 
lead. It’s time to shake the dust off your her-
mit’s beard and get back out there into the light 
of day (let’s face it, that “friend” you made out 
of garbage that you’re always carrying around 
on your back is kind of a red flag).

10. WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
Upright:
Life exists in a state of constant change and re-
newal, ever-turning like the wheel. Sometimes 
it’s hard not to feel like we’re on some crazy 
carnival ride, that nothing is really under our 
control and we’re one turn away from losing 
our heads entirely. The Wheel of Fortune is a 
reminder to accept the temporary nature of all 
things, good and bad alike, and to try and find 
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stability and balance amidst this endless turn-
ing. Accepting what we can and cannot change 
empowers us to ride things out, savouring the 
moment while looking to the horizon.

Reversed:
Well, things are not exactly looking good. You 
might have some bad luck ahead of you, and 
at some point it’s probably going to feel like 
things might never change. Remember that 
life exists in a state of constant turning, that 
good times will come again, but eventually 
those too will pass, and so on and so on. All the 
more reason to savour the happy moments, 
and to not lose your head in the bad times. 
Sometimes you have to surrender yourself to 
this eternal ebb and flow, trusting that things 
will eventually turn out for the best. That being 
said, it’s important to recognize and learn from 
any decisions you made that may have contrib-
uted to your present misfortunes. Lessons like 
these will be useful the next time around.

11. JUSTICE 
Upright:
Justice is an eternal student of laws and 
doctrines, sitting atop her throne in an un-
derground cavern similar to that of the Hi-
erophant. The sword she raises implies a firm 
and final decision, and the ability to mete out 
retribution when necessary. The bird in her 
other hand suggests compassion and intuition. 
Only with both of these elements in play can 
Justice find equity and balance. Remind your-
self that decisions have consequences, and we 
must all face up to our responsibilities. The up-
right Justice card encourages you to trust that a 
fair outcome is on its way. 

Reversed:
The reversed Justice is a sign that falseness 
and deception are afoot. You might feel like 

you’re being taken advantage of, and are hav-
ing trouble finding the right place to seek help. 
Maybe someone is being dishonest and deny-
ing past indiscretions. Or maybe it’s you that’s 
feeling the blade of Justice at the nape of your 
heck, having recently been caught in a lie and 
not wanting to own up to it. The reversed Jus-
tice card indicates formal processes no longer 
working, and the suspicion that dishonesty will 
prevail. However, it is a reminder that we must 
always speak truth to justice, even (and espe-
cially) when it goes unheard.

12. THE HANGED MAN
Upright: 
There is a routine or pattern of behaviour 
you’ve fallen into that doesn’t seem to be 
working in your favour. The worst thing you can 
do is to keep banging your head against the 
wall, each time expecting a different outcome. 
It’s time to hang tight, reassess and see things 
from a fresh perspective. These moments of 
pause are important to find; keep barreling 
forward at top speed, and you’re bound to 
collide with something before long, and never 
at a convenient time. The Hanged Man has put 
his foot down (up?) and chosen this perch for 
himself, waiting to reflect before spreading his 
wings once more. 

Reversed:
The reversed Hanged Man can either mean 
that  you’re feeling immobilized and unable to 
move forward, or that you’re making too many 
rash decisions that are preventing your success, 
putting you back at square one every time. 
Either way, here you are, just kind of hanging 
out, not sure what to do with yourself. The 
time has come for more mindful and assertive 
decision-making. Break the pattern, get a fresh 
perspective and proceed with care.
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13. DEATH (CARD WITH NO 

NAME)

Upright:
Alright don’t panic, it’s not what you think. 
While usually referred to as the ‘Death’ card, in 
various decks including the Tarot of Marseilles 
this card is simply referred to as ‘The Card with 
No Name.’ This implies a more general mean-
ing other than physical death. Instead, it can be 
an incredibly hopeful card, signifying the end of 
a chapter or phase in your life, and the usher-
ing in of a new state of being. Death and rebirth 
are two sides of the same coin, and so this card 
urges you to greet this new transitional period 
with determination and positivity. The future is 
cooking up something good! 

Reversed:
Alright this one feels like it should be really 
bad, right? Well, don’t sweat it. While referred 
to as the ‘Death’ card in many decks, the thir-
teenth card of the Major Arcana simply sug-
gests that an important transitional period is 
on the way. Perhaps you’ve been feeling this 
oncoming change and doing your best to delay 
or avoid it. That’s fair. It can be terrifying to give 
up what feels familiar to you, in exchange for 
something unknown. But really, do you want 
to stay where you are, right now? With this guy 
literally running his tongue over his scythe and 
staring at you? Does that really seem promis-
ing? Probably best to shake things up, move on 
and find some new company.

14. TEMPERANCE
Upright:
The androgynous figure in the Temperance 
card has one foot rooted in the dark, swirl-
ing subconscious mind, and the other placed 
firmly in the grounded material world. They 

maintain a careful balance, patient and com-
posed as they carefully measure out their 
potions and elixirs. Able to create exciting 
combinations out of opposing elements, they 
make natural peacekeepers and diplomats. The 
shining crown at the top of the mountain be-
hind them symbolizes the aspiration for higher 
learning, and the assurance that if you stay true 
to your principles, success and happiness will 
be at your fingertips. 

Reversed:
In the reversed Temperance card, an androgy-
nous figure pours liquid into a rather excessive 
drinking vessel. While they are maintaining bal-
ance for now, even with one foot in the water, 
it hardly seems like a sustainable position. 
Perhaps there’s an aspect of your life that feels 
lacking right now, and you’re trying to fill it up 
with something else. This kind of indulgence 
can be harmful after a while. It’s time to restore 
moderation to your habits and set some higher 
goals for yourself that will motivate you to 
progress. The road out of addiction and depen-
dence can be long and difficult, but all is possi-
ble with patient and determined self-healing. 

15. THE DEVIL
Upright:
The Devil, appearing as an approximation of 
the half-man half-goat creature Baphomet, is 
a hideous ferment of animal desires, tyrannical 
power and imprisoned souls. You might feel as 
though you’re locked in a pattern of behaviour 
or a mindset that has come to rule over you, 
weighing you down with its cloven hooves. 
There’s an endless hunger in you that you don’t 
know how to fill anymore. It’s time to be truth-
ful with yourself and acknowledge your own 
lack of power over your current situation. The 
good news is, this recognition is the first step 
towards healing!
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Reversed: 
The reversed Devil suggests you might be in 
a bad situation, but are at least aware of what 
needs to be done in order to change things for 
the better. It’s important to acknowledge the 
more carnal animal instincts that form part of 
our nature, as these are foten intertwined with 
problems like depression, addiction and de-
pendence. Hiding these parts of ourselves in 
the shadows only increases their power over 
us. By looking unflinchingly at the root causes 
of your behaviour, you’ve empowered yourself 
to begin the arduous but rewarding journey 
towards independence and self-care.

16. THE TOWER
Upright:
As if being struck by lightning wasn’t enough, 
the Tower is burning down and being crushed 
by an eyeball worm. Far from ideal. Disaster, 
chaos or upheaval are headed your way, and 
you’ll have to do your best to ride it out. Look 
closely at the tower, though, and you’ll see it 
was already sinking into the muddy ground, 
lacking a solid foundation. In some ways, this 
destruction has spared it the slow, painful 
decline that was inevitable. The violent force of 
the lightning can also be interpreted as a bolt 
of inspiration, making room for more endur-
ing structures to emerge. Transformation can 
be painful, especially when it comes so unex-
pectedly, but embracing change will make you 
more resilient in the end.

Reversed:
The plight of the reversed Tower suggests that 
you’ve narrowly avoided disaster and upheaval.
This experience has made you realize that the 
structure and foundation that you’ve built your 
life around may not be as solid as you once 
thought. Whereas the upright Tower warns of 
an external force bringing dramatic change, 

the reversed Tower suggests that it is you who 
must tear things down and start fresh. It’s a dif-
ficult decision to make, especially when you’ve 
spent so much time building things up. How-
ever, the Tower reversed is a sign that change 
and reclibration are necessary, and it’s always 
better to inititate these things yourself, rather 
than waiting for external factors to make your 
decisions for you.

17. THE STAR
Upright:
The Star is a sign of great things ahead for you! 
While this Frankenstein creature suggests past 
difficulties or trauma, it has emerged into a 
new phase of renewal and vitality. It maintains 
a delicate balance with its feet planted both in 
the grounded material world and in the wa-
tery subconscious, ready to take its dreams 
and manifest them in reality. It’s a great time 
to take advantage of this newfound inspiration 
and use it to pursue a form of creativity and 
self-expression! You’ve come a long way, and 
the stars above you finally feel within reach.

Reversed:
It appears as though our many-headed friend 
here has encountered a dead end, and is about 
to topple into the pond and rust. Its energy 
and passion is leaking out, leaving it depleted 
and uninspired. You mighy have found yourself 
trapped in a dreary routint, or perhaps there 
are painful experiences from your past that are 
still raw and making it impossible to move on. 
It’s time for some self-love and nourishment. 
Create space and time for soul-searching,  con-
sider seeking professional counselling and face 
your fears head on. By grounding yourself and 
refusing to define yourself as a victim, you can 
take steps towards a happier and more cre-
atively fulfilling future. 
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18. THE MOON

Upright:
The pool in the foreground represents the 
subconscious mind, on which floats your na-
scent, crustacean consciousness. Perhaps there 
is something painful from your past that you 
are trying to repress, pushing it into the deep 
waters of your mind. Before you lies a path 
that extends carefully between two pillars, 
the left representing your tame, intellectual 
mind, while the right symbolizes your passion-
ate emotional side. Only by balancing the two 
sides and using both your reason and imagi-
nation will you arrive at the inner sanctum of 
knowledge. While the road seems paved with 
gold, the Moon’s concerned face warns you to 
proceed carefully, wary of any illusions or de-
ception that might cross your path. 

Reversed:
The crawfish floating in the pool of the subcon-
scious seems unsure how to proceed, although 
the path ahead has been revealed. Passing-
between two pillars that represent the logical 
and emotional sides of your conscious self, the 
Moon instructs you to weigh and examine your 
ambitions, in order to find any illusions that 
may be leading you astray. Night is passing into 
morning, and what was once in shadows will 
now be illuminated. Savour this moment of 
insight and liberation, and harness your imag-
ination and radiant positive energy to get you 
moving in the right direction once again.

19. THE SUN
Upright:
Like the Sun, you are radiating with positive 
energy and abundance, bringing happiness 
and joy to those around you. Perhaps you are 
emerging from a physical ailment or period 
of depression, feeling invigorated and like 

your old self for the first time in a while. The 
nakedness of the child on horseback and the 
white horse symbolize that even despite your 
struggles you have made yourself open and 
vulnerable to the world, trusting in the belief 
that things will turn out for the best. It’s time to 
harness this positive energy and shine!

Reversed:
The Sun reversed is less about how bad your 
external situation is, and more about your own 
inability to find an optimistic foundation for 
your thoughts. Negativity is gathering around 
you like storm clouds, obstructing the good 
times you could be having and making you feel 
old and weary. Reconnect with your inner child, 
get outside and play! On the other hand, this 
card can suggest over-confidence, unrealistic 
expectations and arrogance. You’re barreling 
forward without much thought for the conse-
quences, or setting unrealistic expectations. 
Balance out this intense optimism by shining a 
light on your actions and deciding whether or 
not they align with your higher principles.

20. JUDGEMENT
Upright:
Like a trumpet blast, the Judgement card an-
nounces spiritual awakening and significant life 
changes. You’ve gained a wider perspective on 
things, patched up old wounds and are now 
able to put the past behind you without guilt or 
resentment. This is a time for self-forgiveness, 
but also an opportunity to reflect on whether 
you may have judged others too harshly in the 
past. 

Reversed:
You’re sitting on a wealth of past mistakes and 
successes, all of which have valuable lessons 
to give, if you’d only pause and give them your 
attention. Maybe guilt or fear of judgement 
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are preventing you from reflecting on painful 
memories or confiding in those around you. 
Because of this, you’re struggling to make im-
portant decisions, fearing that you might make 
the same mistakes again. You’re doing better 
than you think! After all, we’re our own worst 
critics. Be patient with yourself, practice for-
giveness and let your past experiences inform 
your next steps in a more productive way.

21. THE WORLD
Upright:
The last of the Major Arcana, The World card 
marks the completion and consummation of 
a journey. The items of the four suits littered 
around the globe-headed woman suggest 
that all the pieces have come together in just 
the right way. You’ve accomplished something 
massive and are realizing the mind-expanding 
effect this experience has had on you. You’re 
more aware of your place in the universe, and 
are able to grasp its eternal complexities and 
iner-connectedness. Take this success of yours 
and use it to bring joy to those around you, 
knowing that the positive energy you put out 
into the world will come back around one day. 

Reversed:
The World reversed often suggests a project 
that has gone on much longer than planned. 
Deadlines keep getting pushed, momentum 
is stalled and this beast of a project is slip-
ping out of your hands and turning on you. 
Or maybe you’re on the cusp of finishing but 
are doubting whether the results will be what 
you’d hoped for. You’re trying to turn back the 
clock to figure out how you ended up here, but 
it’s not yielding any positive results. Focus on 
the future, and the ways in which your goals are 
connected to your sense of purpose. If you no 
longer feel that connection, it might be bet-
ter to cut your losses and move on.  Without 

taking this time to self-reflect, you’ll only keep 
going around in circles, getting more and more 
impatient until something bursts.



MINOR ARCANA SUIT OF WANDS

ACE OF WANDS

Upright:
Ferns and berries sprout from a hefty wooden 
club, suspended over a landscape of fire and 
lava, but also verdant greenery, representing 
fiery passion, spiritual and material growth. 
You may be feeling as though a sudden flash 
of inspiration has whomped you over the head 
and compelled you into action. You’re full of 
burning enthusiasm and creativity, and feel a 
sense of urgency to get the ball rolling imme-
diately, even if your plans are still clumsy and 
half-formed. You’re bound to hit a few bumps 
along the way, but keep your head up and treat 
this journey as an experiment or learning op-
portunity. You won’t learn if you don’t get your 
hands dirty, so dive in! That being said, make 
sure to leave some energy in reserve and pace 
yourself, or else it won’t be long before you’re 
feeling burned out. 

Reversed:
While the mighty club presented in the Ace of 
Wands is certainly impressive, it also seems a 
bit unwieldy. It’s the very definition of a blunt 
instrument, unable to perform any delicate 
operations, relying entirely on brute force. It 
suggests that you have great reserves of fiery 
passion and inspiration, but you’re having 
trouble finding the proper outlet for them. You 
may be spreading yourself too thin across a 
multitude of tasks, playing a desperate game of 
whack-a-mole just to stay on top of things. This 
can make it hard to examine the bigger picture 
and see where our energies could be more 
effectively implemented. Alternatively, you 
may have run into delays or obstacles with a 
project, making you overly blunt and impatient 
with others. This lack of delicacy and consid-
eration could turn people’s favour against you, 
and only lead to further delays. Dial down the 
energy a bit, and look for a more delicate solu-
tion to your problems. 

TWO OF WANDS

Upright:
Although still safe within the confines of the 
castle, this smartly-dressed youth uses a pair 
of jerry-rigged binocular glasses to see into the 
future and determine their long-term plans. 
They contemplate while holding a walking staff, 
preparing to break out of their shell and ven-
ture out into the unknown. For the moment, 
though, they are more comfortable remaining 
in the planning phase of the journey. The Two 
of Wands suggests that you are also in this 
planning phase of a project or opportunity, 
carefully examining potential snares and ob-
stacles to ensure that you reach your destina-
tion safely. This kind of long-term-planning will 
serve you well down the road, but don’t feel 
as though you need to figure out every minor 
detail beforehand. Too much fussing and fret-
ting may cloud your passion and extinguish 
that spark of inspiration that got you going in 
the first place. 

Reversed:
This spectacled young traveler seems to lack 
clear focus on how to proceed, having run up 
against a barrier. While the binocular glasses 
they wear allow them to focus in on minute 
details  and obstacles of the journey, the are 
unable to see the bigger picture. The brick wall 
in the card may seem huge and insurmount-
able through the distorted lens of their glasses, 
but if the youth would only take them off, 
they’d realize the wall could be climbed over 
with ease. Perhaps you are experiencing a sim-
ilar lack of vision in a project or opportunity, 
feeling scattered and running into dead ends. 
It’s time to take a step back, stop fussing over 
the little things and ask yourself if this is a path 
that you’re really passionate about. Don’t be 
afraid to change course and step into the un-
familiar, as this will expand your horizons and  
show you where your perspective was lacking.
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THREE OF WANDS

Upright:
This reptilian traveler has left the comfort of 
home to see the world and gain a wider per-
spective. The burning torch represents the fiery 
passion and enthusiasm she carries with her as 
she steps into the unknown. You may be em-
barking on a similar journey, traveling to a new 
country (particularly overseas) or simply open-
ing yourself up to new experiences. Although 
you may encounter unexpected challenges, it’s 
important to stay focused and remind yourself 
that everything is a learning experience. Those 
careful plans you made beforehand might not 
be unfolding perfectly, but keep in mind that 
twists and turns are inevitable. What’s import-
ant is how you adapt to these changes, keeping 
your goals clear in your mind while allowing the 
road to wind spontaneously here and there. 

Reversed:
While the upright Three of Wands shows a 
brave traveler plunging into the unknown, her 
way lit with the fires of passion and resource-
fulness, the card in its reversed form often 
implies a journey that has ended prematurely. 
Although you may have felt everything was 
planned out beforehand with a project or 
opportunity, you’ve been met with unforeseen 
obstacles and complications, leaving you feel-
ing frustrated and downtrodden. You are in the 
processing of returning back to a more familiar 
environment, whether it’s going back home 
to see family or loved ones, or reverting back 
to the drawing board with an idea, looking for 
a more stable foundation from which to pro-
ceed. It may be tempting to play things safe 
and settle for what you’re already familiar with, 
but this would only be limiting your true po-
tential. Take this time to recharge and evaluate 
what you can do better next time. Then pick up 
the torch once again and get back out there!

FOUR OF WANDS 

Upright: 
A prosperous castle, full of warmth and abun-
dance, is inviting you to celebrate. You may 
have recently reached a major milestone, and 
now you’re wanting to share your happiness 
with friends and loved ones. It’s important to 
pause and appreciate all that you’ve accom-
plished, and invite others to celebrate with you. 
Alternatively , this may be the time to recip-
rocate and celebrate the accomplishments 
of someone else. This may take the form of a 
wedding, anniversary or award ceremony. The 
Four of Wands can also suggest that you have 
laid down roots in a new environment, finding 
an unexpected sense of home and comfort 
amidst all this unfamiliarity. 

Reversed:
While the castle in the Four of Wands reversed 
seems to welcome you, it could also be threat-
ening to devour you. This suggests a home life 
or social situation that has fallen out of har-
mony. In its upright form, the Four of Wands is 
about celebrating accomplishments and mile-
stones with family and loved ones. Reversed, 
it suggests that you may feel as though you’re 
not living up to the expectations of others, or 
that your friends and family are not appreciat-
ing your major accomplishments. While others 
may not understand the path that you are tak-
ing, the Four of Wands reversed suggests that 
you do in fact have a solid plan and are working 
slowly but surely to implement it. Other ten-
sions at home may also be knocking you off 
track and delaying progress. While you may 
be tempted to play the peace-maker in order 
to restore harmony, take care that you don’t 
get dragged into other people’s affairs in a way 
that’s unproductive for everyone.
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FIVE OF WANDS

Upright:
There is no doubt that this gangly automaton 
was programmed for one thing: fighting and 
overpowering whatever crosses its path. Al-
though it’s certainly well armed for the job, it’s 
hard to wonder whether, with all those flailing 
limbs, it would end up just getting in its own 
way. The Five of Wands represents a hostile, 
competitive environment that’s proving to 
be unproductive and inefficient for everyone 
involved. Instead of taking the time to listen 
to other people, everyone is constantly fight-
ing to make their own opinions heard. Things 
have degraded into a mad scramble as each 
individual tries to come out on top. Perhaps 
you’ve become tired of this constant conflict, 
and are now trying to disentangle yourself from 
your own ego in order to steer everyone back 
towards a common goal. Instead of trying to 
install yourself in a leader role, try to gently but 
firmly facilitate a platform where everyone has 
a chance to be heard.

Reversed:
While this clumsy automaton is bent on de-
stroying whatever comes in its path, it seems 
more likely to end up whomping itself in the 
face by accident. The Five of Wands reversed 
suggests an intense fear or aversion to con-
flict, someone who is always taking the path of 
least resistance to avoid a fight. Although you 
may feel as though you have a valuable opin-
ion or insight to offer in a discussion, you’re 
always letting other people talk over you and 
assert themselves instead. This card suggests 
that you’re coming to realize that your voice 
is worth being heard, and are finding ways to 
convince other people of that too. Because you 
know how it feels to be overlooked and under-
valued in group environments, you might be 
perfectly positioned to help others find their 
own voices, and help create a platform where 
everyone can contribute to a common goal.

SIX OF WANDS

Upright:
Power and creativity emanate from this cu-
riously costumed figure, focusing all her at-
tention on conjuring life from the flames of 
passion and determination. There is a certain 
aspect of performance and spectacle about 
her, suggesting that this conjuring trick is being 
done with an adoring audience in mind. The Six 
of Wands suggests that you have found a group 
of people who are ready to cheer you on and 
support you, and you’re feeling more focused 
and motivated than ever. Although there will 
still be challenges ahead, you have all the sup-
port and strength needed to accomplish your 
goals, and you’re feeling as though you have 
something truly novel and unique to offer the 
world. Embrace all this positive attention, and 
take time to celebrate your accomplishments 
so far. However, take care that all this praise 
doesn’t end up going to your head and distract-
ing you from the true purpose of your journey. 

Reversed:
This curiously consumed figure seems to be 
putting on quite a show with her conjuring 
tricks, as if for a large audience, and yet there 
is something closed-off and isolated in her 
manner. The Six of Wands reversed indicates 
that you have been developing your skills or 
working on a project in private, and although 
you’ve reached an important milestone in your 
development, you’re choosing not to fully re-
veal this to the public. You might feel as though 
celebrating your accomplishments would be 
too much like bragging, and you’re worried that 
others might think you’re arrogant or egotisti-
cal. Alternatively, you may be trying very hard 
to catch the attention of others, seeking exter-
nal validation too much. If you want your tal-
ents to be recognized by others, you may need 
to engage them on a more human and authen-
tic level first. Talent is fine, but show them why 
they should really care.
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SEVEN OF WANDS

Upright:
While similar in appearance to the Five of 
Wands, this well-armed automaton has as-
sumed a more defensive pose. Protecting its 
slightly elevated position with constant vigi-
lance, it stands ready for whoever may come to 
challenge it. Perhaps you have found a certain 
amount of success for yourself, and are sensing 
that others might be resentful, waiting for the 
right opportunity to steal your crown. You may 
feel as though a target has been placed unfairly 
on your back, or that you’re being scapegoated. 
It’s important to take the high road in these 
situations, and to resist lashing out needlessly, 
but that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t be ready 
to defend yourself if need be. Take pride in 
what you’ve accomplished, and stand up for 
what you believe in, even if it draws the ire of 
those around you. Don’t let this success go to 
your head, as arrogance will only deepen the 
gulf between you and others.

Reversed:
The automaton in the Seven of Wands reversed 
is armed to the teeth, and seems more than 
able to stand its ground. You, however, may 
be starting to grow tired of constantly having 
to defend yourself. With such a large target on 
your back, you may be wondering if this posi-
tion or status is even worth clinging onto. This 
criticism from all sides may be the result of 
jealousy and envy, or could in fact be the con-
sequences of mistakes you’ve made. Perhaps 
you have been caught in some kind of public 
scandal or professional malpractice, and are 
finding that your reputation has been compro-
mised. It may be time to cut your losses, move 
on and start from scratch, instead of always 
trying to save face. Or it could be your own 
self-doubt and lack of confidence always put-
ting you on the defensive, waiting for someone 
else to confirm this negative self-image. Take 
care that this caginess does not turn to aggres-

sion, creating the very conflict and criticism 
you’ve been trying to avoid.

EIGHT OF WANDS
Upright:
This metal behemoth isn’t letting any obstacle 
slow down its forward momentum, knowing 
that now is a critical moment to charge ahead 
without hesitation. You might be feeling simi-
larly laser-focused on a particular goal or des-
tination, feeling that the opportunity might 
not come twice. The Eight of Wands suggests 
that, although you may be entering an intense 
period of hard work, your determination and 
eagerness will carry you through. You may be 
cramming for an exam, racing to meet a tight 
deadline or embarking on a trip where you’ll 
be constantly on the move. Embrace the grind, 
and you’ll be well rewarded once you come out 
on the other side. That being said, the Eight of 
Wands can also represent someone who has 
let their hunger for progress and success con-
sume them, always barreling ahead without 
any consideration for the harm they might be 
causing others. 

Reversed:
Tearing up the burning landscape in its treads, 
this metal behemoth has been programmed to 
achieve a singular goal, regardless of the conse-
quences. The Eight of Wands reversed implies 
that you may be approaching things with a 
lack of patience, missing important details and 
creating delays. You have the determination 
needed to progress, but can’t seem to find the 
right way to apply it. Luckily, you’ve recognized 
that something is lacking in your approach, and 
you’re ready to slam on the brakes and re-as-
sess. Organize your thoughts and break the 
project down into its necessary components, 
carefully laying out your strategy.  If you’re feel-
ing as though others around you aren’t pulling 
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their weight, resist trying to steamroll them or 
force them to keep up. It might be more pro-
ductive to sit down for an honest and open 
conversation. As a result, you may all agree that 
it’s best to move ahead independently, or you 
my find a better way to delegate certain tasks 
and responsibilities, turning your group into a 
well-oiled machine once again. 

NINE OF WANDS
Upright:
This downtrodden little fellow seems to be 
having the worst of times, having experienced 
one setback after another. Knocked down yet 
again, he’s wondering if he has the will to pick 
up his burden once again and carry on. The 
Nine of Wands paints a seemingly hopeless 
scene, but as the penultimate numbered card 
of the suit, it also indicates that this is the final 
push, the darkest hour before the journey is 
completed. Summon any reserve energy you 
have, stay hopeful and persistent, and you’ll 
soon find success. The card also implies that 
others are feeling jealous of your progress, and 
you might be feeling some kind of ambush or 
coup coming your way. It could be a good time 
to surround yourself with friends and peers 
who you can rely on for support and protec-
tion, in case you find yourself in a tough spot. 

Reversed: 
Well if this poor guy isn’t the very picture of 
hopelessness and despair, I don’t know what is. 
It’s hard to find a misfortune or obstacle that 
he hasn’t encountered on his travels. Although 
he’s in the penultimate stage of his journey, 
with one foot practically over the threshold, 
he’s almost ready to throw it all away and 
head back. The Nine of Wands reversed sug-
gests that, whatever obstacles you may have 
encountered, it might be your own mindset 
that is currently standing in your way the most. 

You may be stubbornly sticking to old habits 
or techniques that are no longer serving you 
well, but instead of switching things up, you’re 
feeling as though the entire world is conspiring 
against you, eager to see you fail. This paranoia 
and defensiveness can make everything seem 
futile, and prevent you from examining the 
consequences of your own actions. It’s time to 
drop unnecessary baggage and take only what 
you need in order to get across that finish line.

TEN OF WANDS
Upright:
Using the knowledge and experience he’s 
collected throughout his travels, this reptilian 
fellow has manifested great success and abun-
dance for himself. However, he is now feeling 
weighted down, struggling to support this new 
lifestyle and the responsibilities that come with 
it. The Ten of Wands suggests that you’ve also 
been grinding away, juggling a heavy workload 
in order to reach your goals. You may have re-
cently expanded out your business or gotten a 
promotion, assuming a higher level of respon-
sibility. This last milestone may have seemed 
like a finish line, but now you’re realizing that 
there’s more work to do than ever. Your fierce 
independence and work ethic are what got you 
here, but now you’re finding it necessary to 
delegate certain tasks to other people just to 
stay on top of everything. It can be difficult to 
relinquish some of this control and rely on oth-
ers to approach things with the same passion 
and commitment that you do, but it may be 
necessary to avoid overworking yourself and 
burning out. 

Reversed:
This reptilian traveler is looking quite over-
burdened, seeming on the verge of collapse. 
Prideful and convinced that this is the only 
proper way to proceed, he would rather see 
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his plans fall into disarray than ask someone 
else for help. The Ten of Wands reversed sug-
gests that you have been taking on lots of new 
responsibilities and trying to juggle everything 
yourself. You’ve almost reached the finish line 
of your journey, but the collective weight of all 
these separate burdens you’ve picked up along 
the way have finally caught up to you. Your 
sense of duty and work ethic are preventing 
you from delegating tasks to others and seek-
ing out the help you need to get through this 
final hurdle. Alternatively, you may be strug-
gling under an emotional weight, carrying past 
trauma and guilt, or tormenting yourself with 
things that are beyond your powers to change. 
Now could be the perfect time to open up to 
someone close to you about these feelings, 
and let them ease your burden a bit.

PAGE OF WANDS
Upright:
The Page of Wands is a passionate advocate, 
always trying to uplift his peers and thinking 
of ways to protect the vulnerable. Still young 
at heart, he is always trying to think of the big 
picture, but has not yet picked a specific plan 
of action or taken tangible steps towards his 
goals. The salamander he carries is a symbol of 
the vibrant transformation that awaits him. You 
may have similarly lofty ideas that are waiting 
to be put into practice. Embrace this opportu-
nity to experiment with different approaches 
before fully rushing into things, and don’t let 
your inexperience intimidate you. Share your 
curiosity with the world, and look for potential 
mentors and guides on this spiritual journey. 
With all these heroic ambitions, you are bound 
to make the world a better place! 

Reversed:
The Page of Wands reversed is always tack-
ling big ideas, looking for ways to share his 

heroic ambitions with the world and make a 
positive difference. This can make him a bit 
idealistic and even naive at times, struggling 
to take his ideas beyond the planning phase. 
You may have a similarly lofty vision which has 
been met with a series of complexities and 
obstacles. Perhaps you’re being limited by this 
belief that if something’s not done perfectly, 
it shouldn’t be done at all. Instead of keeping 
your head in the clouds and jumping from one 
idea to the next, stick to one and see where it 
takes you.

KNIGHT OF WANDS 
Upright:
Life moves quickly for the Knight of Wands, 
as he is always zipping around and putting his 
wildest ideas into action. He is admired for his 
charisma and bravery, although it can be hard 
for others to keep up with him. Perhaps you 
have a similar tendency to act first and think 
later, always ready to jump head first into the 
next adventure. You’re not intimidated by the 
prospect of risk or injury, and may in fact get a 
thrill out of these heightened stakes. However, 
you might also have a tendency to be impa-
tient or inconsiderate with other people who 
you feel are impeding your progress. There’s 
nothing wrong with chasing adventure and 
excitement, but keep in mind that your actions 
have consequences, and that all this risky be-
haviour might eventually catch up with you. 

Reversed:
This burly fellow is full of charisma and reck-
lessness, always risking life and limb with his 
daredevil stunts. His impatience to keep things 
moving has distracted him from the fact that 
his next step might bring disaster. The Knight of 
Wands suggests that you may be used to mov-
ing at a similar kind of breakneck speed, but 
have hit some obstacles that are leaving you 
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feeling frustrated and impatient. You might be 
lashing out at others or taking foolish risks to 
get things moving again, unable to channel all 
this restless energy in a productive direction. 
All this rushing around without a clear plan will 
eventually catch up with you and leave you 
feeling burnt out. Allow yourself some time to 
pause and think about how to navigate these 
complications a bit more delicately.

QUEEN OF WANDS
Upright:
The Queen of Wands cuts a rather stern fig-
ure, however this is balanced by the joyful and 
rapturous expression of the pet dog at her 
side. This alludes to a spontaneous and even 
chaotic side, but to her subjects she displays 
only her rational, assertive self. Even while she 
prioritizes reason and logic, this other side can 
manifest itself in bold decisions and a fiery, 
courageous temperament. She is fiercely loyal 
and will stand beside her subjects through 
the most turbulent of times. She is a reminder 
that, although leadership comes with its own 
decorum and responsibility, you don’t need to 
be stiff and formal all the time. Balance your 
composure with compassion, and show those 
in your care that you have an emotional invest-
ment in their well-being. In turn, they will be 
inspired to follow you. If you don’t have a real 
stake in things, or don’t express gratitude for 
the opportunity to uplift and direct them, you 
might end up being perceived as a meddling 
nuisance, always sticking your nose into things 
while not contributing anything of value. 

Reversed:
The composure and patience that were the 
strengths of the Queen of Wands, have turned 
to passivity and marginalization for the Queen 
of Wands reversed. Maybe you have assumed a 
new leadership role, but are now feeling pow-

erless, stiff with fear over how others might 
respond to your directives. Perhaps you’ve 
been accused of sticking your nose into things 
and micro-managing too much in the past, and 
are now trying a new laissez-faire approach 
that isn’t really working out. When we feel as 
though we’re lacking control over a situation 
that we’re responsible for, it can be hard not 
to get a bit selfish and petty. The pet dog at 
the Queen’s side represents the loving, vibrant 
emotional side that is concealed within her stiff 
and regal facade. By loosening up and drawing 
from this inner well of compassion and cha-
risma, you can learn to leave others feeling in-
spired instead of nit-picked. Alternatively, you 
may realize that this is not the right time for 
you to be leading others, as you are entering a 
more introverted period. Freeing yourself from 
the drudgery and responsibility of leadership 
could help you reconnect with that inner joy 
and sense of adventure you’ve been lacking. 

KING OF WANDS
Upright:
Brooding amidst thick clouds of pipe-smoke 
on his salamander-ornamented throne, the 
King of Wands exudes fiery strength and will-
ful vision. He is a free thinker, unburdened by 
emotion or strict allegiance to tradition, ready 
to go against the grain if he finds it necessary. 
While he values action over thought, he often 
relies on his subjects to make his plans a re-
ality, delegating and directing them under his 
watchful gaze. Perhaps you have found your-
self in a similar leadership role, managing a 
large team of people and adjusting to the new 
responsibilities this presents. You might be 
finding it difficult to direct others to work hard 
when you feel as though all you’re doing is 
sitting and bossing them around. However, this 
could also be an opportunity to assume the 
rule of mentor, trying to bring out everyone’s 
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greatest potential and create a harmonious 
work environment. Alternatively, you could be 
the one feeling bossed around by someone 
else. Ask yourself if they are actually being 
overbearing and meddling too much, or if it 
might be your own ego flaring up at times. 

Reversed:
The King of Wands reversed represents some-
one who does not currently have the matu-
rity or compassion to effectively assume a 
leadership role. He may have ambitious and 
well-formulated plans, but these are built on 
the labour of his subjects, who are exploited in 
order to maximize his own profit and pleasure. 
Arrogance, manipulation and a boorish tem-
per have turned him into a meddling tyrant, 
and it’s only so long before people start grum-
bling. Perhaps you have gotten carried away 
and let power go to your head, or have found 
yourself on the other end of this bargain, toil-
ing away for a boss or mentor and not getting 
much in return. Rash and reckless decisions 
from management could be creating an unsafe 
and toxic work environment. True leadership 
means bringing people together as a team, and 
creating conditions in which all have a share in 
the collective reward of the leader’s vision. It’s 
hardly worth listening to a king who will barely 
lift a finger for those he expects so much from. 
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ACE OF CUPS

Upright:
Like the giant fish isolated in the chalice, the 
Ace of Cups indicates that you may be coming 
out of a period of isolation, but that you are 
now ready to open up to the world. After this 
period of incubation, you are brimming over 
with love, compassion and creativity, and it’s 
time to let it all spill out! What’s inside must 
eventually come out, so take this opportunity 
to release your emotions positively and in-
tentionally. Pour your guts out, try being vul-
nerable once again (with some moderation, 
of course), take this abundant fullness you’re 
experiencing and pour it into your next creative 
project, hobby or relationship.

Reversed:
Although the fish in the cup bathes in the pur-
est water, it must be lonely up there, separated 
from everyone around it. Perhaps you’ve been 
feeling similarly isolated, or you’re having trou-
ble opening yourself up to the people around 
you. You might be worried that your emotions 
and true self are too messy and intimate to let 
out into the world. It may be time to challenge 
yourself to take a risk and put yourself out 
there, or it may be healthier to find a private 
outlet to work through these emotional blocks. 
Turning to a new hobby or creative project 
might be just the thing to get you back into the 
flow of things.

TWO OF CUPS
Upright:
It may look a bit mushy to an outside observer, 
but these two companions have formed a 
deep, harmonious bond that is beautiful to 
behold. Build on a strong foundation of shared 
values and compassion, they are able to hold 
each other up and see eye to eye. While each 

carries different wounds from their past, they 
have learned from these painful experiences 
and are now ready to make themselves vulner-
able once again. The Two of Coins is a celebra-
tion of two separate identities joining together 
in sweet symbiosis. Perhaps you have recently 
found yourself in this kind of deepening re-
lationship with a romantic partner, friend or 
coworker. You might feel as though you have 
found the perfect balance with someone, each 
complimenting the other perfectly. Congrats! 
This confluence of mutual feelings can be hard 
to find, and should be cherished accordingly. 

Reversed:
While these two may seem as though they’re 
the apple of each other’s eye, something might 
in fact be rotten at the core. The Two of Coins 
Reversed suggests a lack of harmony in a re-
lationship, particularly when it results from 
a lack of self-love. Relationships allow us to 
understand those different from ourselves, 
but they are also projections, reflecting back to 
us how we feel about ourselves. If we are not 
able to see our own worth, we might tend to 
become too clingy or dependent with others. 
The card could also imply a power imbalance 
in a relationship which has led to manipula-
tion and abuse. By nurturing our own self-love, 
we empower ourselves to recognize those 
relationships that are doing us harm. There is 
someone out there, ready to reciprocate your 
love and compassion. Recognize your worth 
and go out there and find that happy, harmoni-
ous partnership you deserve.

THREE OF CUPS
Upright:
Although they have their differences (some 
more than others), these friends have found 
that they are stronger together than apart, able 
to lift each other up. Perhaps you have found 
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that, despite occasional disagreements, you’ve 
find yourself appreciating the support of your 
friends more than ever. You might be entering 
a particularly sociable period, and are looking 
forward to celebrating these special bonds 
you’ve built. Have a wild night out, or get out of 
town for the weekend and enjoy one another’s 
company. The Three of Cups is also an invita-
tion to reach out to your wider neighbourhood 
or social circle and nurture a deeper sense of 
community. Creatively, this might be a good 
time to seek out collaborative projects to pool 
your talents with others, pushing each other to 
new heights. 

Reversed:
The Three of Cups reversed indicates that you 
may be in a state of isolation or solitude, which 
you may or may not have chosen for your-
self. Perhaps you’ve found yourself pushed to 
the outside of your social circle, feeling like 
the odd one out. Someone may be going be-
hind your back and spreading lies or twisting 
truths, which have turned others against you. 
Or maybe you simply prefer to be alone right 
now, focusing on work and creative projects 
and nurturing your self-reliance. If you tend to 
overindulge when partying with your friends, 
you may need some time to recharge and 
practice moderation. Doing your own thing for 
a while might be just what you need, but don’t 
forget to check in with your close friends now 
and then. You may not be feeling like you need 
their support right now, but maybe they could 
use a helping hand.

FOUR OF CUPS 
Upright:
The cloaked and tentacled figure in the Four 
of Cups is attempting (rather unsuccessfully) 
to hide behind a tree, trying to stay concealed 
in its solitude. A radiant cup floats in the air, 

symbolizing a new opportunity that has pre-
sented itself, but the creature has not noticed, 
or has chosen to ignore it. You may have found 
yourself in a similar spot, turning down an offer 
for various reasons. Perhaps you don’t have 
the time, already juggling too many things, or 
you might be holding out for something even 
better. With all those other cups at its feet, this 
creature could also suggest someone who has 
become spoiled or cynical, presented with so 
many disappointing or fraudulent opportuni-
ties that they’ve lost all interest in the outside 
world. This could be a good  time to restore  
connection to your inner self, and discover 
what your priorities are. Remember that this 
phase of solitude is temporary, and sooner or 
later you’ll have to re-emerge and take positive 
action towards your goals. Don’t let too much 
daydreaming make you miss an opportunity 
that you might regret not seizing .

Reversed:
This rather ragged creature seems to be 
emerging from the deep ocean or wilderness, 
re-introducing itself into society after a long 
period of introspection. Perhaps you have 
emerged from a similar phase of solitude. 
The cups lying neglected at the creature’s feet 
could symbolize opportunities from your past 
that didn’t work out, or that you didn’t take full 
advantage of. Don’t let these painful memories 
distract you from a new opportunity that might 
be coming just within your reach! Hopefully by 
taking this time for introspection, you’ve real-
ized that there are great things ahead of you, 
and that the world is full of beauty, despite 
the monotony and disappointment you may 
sometimes have to face. It can be helpful to 
stay on our guard, beating back the pressures 
of the world with our noodly appendages when 
things get too tough; but sooner or later we 
have to meet our problems head on, seize the 
opportunities presented to us, and carve out 
a place in our social environment that will be 
spiritually fulfilling.
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FIVE OF CUPS

Upright:
The Five of Cups shows a strangely-disguised 
figure, agonizing over the cups that have spilled 
into the water. These three cups symbolize past 
failures or neglected opportunities, so dis-
tracting to the figure that he has forgotten all 
about the two equally precious cups still avail-
able to him. This card suggests that you have 
been wallowing in regret and self-pity, stuck 
in the past and unable to forgive and forget. 
This kind of approach won’t get you anywhere, 
and might end up causing pain to yourself and 
others (like this poor worm, about to be baited 
onto the hook, in a useless gambit to attract 
the cups back to shore). The Five of Coins is a 
card that stresses mercy and forgiveness, both 
for ourselves and others. Remember that hind-
sight is 20/20, and there’s no point in beating 
yourself up too much for past mistakes. These 
are often lessons in disguise, and can help you 
take stock of all the blessings you still have. 

Reversed:
Three cups have been lost in the water, while 
another two sit safely on the shore. The figure 
standing at the edge with his fishing pole has 
been trying to recover these cups, but to no 
avail. His methods have gotten increasingly ab-
surd, including almost baiting a worm onto his 
hook to lure the cups back. He’s just realized 
that, of course, this will never work, and that 
continuing in this endeavour will only cause 
unnecessary pain. Perhaps you are also start-
ing to bounce back from a sense of personal 
failure, disappointment or regret. It might be a 
good time to talk to someone, whether a friend 
or professional, about these painful events in 
your past. Getting outside of your own head 
can give you more perspective, and allow you 
to see these past mistakes or regrets as lessons 
to carry with you into the future. Like those two 
cups left on the shore, you have plenty to be 
thankful for, despite all that you may have lost.

SIX OF CUPS

Upright:
The Six of Cups reversed depicts a weep-
ing, sentient plant, growing out of an old tree 
stump. Its unfocused stare suggests that it 
is looking into the past for comfort during a 
difficult period, or dwelling on painful experi-
ences. Similarly, you may be delving into your 
own memories by traveling to a familiar place, 
reconnecting with an old friend or romantic 
partner, or just by reminiscing privately. Re-
turning to the past can make us realize how 
much has changed, or how things could have 
been different. It’s a treasure trove of lessons, if 
used responsibly. The Six of Coins reminds us 
that, although we may look with fondness on 
our memories, or try and learn from the con-
sequences of past actions, we must keep our-
selves rooted in the present to truly grow.

Reversed:
This human-vegetable apparatus, springing 
from the wound of a tree stump and weep-
ing tears of blood, is the very picture of mel-
ancholy stasis. Although the plant has grown 
proud and tall, it appears to be in a state of 
deep distress. The card implies that there is 
something from your past that you’ve been 
trying to ignore, that is now manifesting itself 
in new ways. Perhaps there are past choices 
you regret, or you might still be processing an 
unhappy or abusive childhood. Out of embar-
rassment or shame, you’ve been trying to deal 
with these issues yourself, but it’s become too 
heavy a burden. It might be a good time to 
open up to a friend or counselor, expand your 
perspective and attempt some forgiveness, 
either for yourself or someone who’s wronged 
you. The cups gathered around the stump are 
brimming with the lifeblood of the plant, ready 
to soak into the ground and nourish it once 
again, suggesting that even amidst all this pain 
and loss, you too will gradually recover your 
strength.
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SEVEN OF CUPS

Upright:
Although there are many cups laid out on the 
table, this weathered traveler does not hesitate 
to pick the one most suited to his needs, infus-
ing it with his long-term vision for the future. 
You may possess a similar talent for deciding 
which opportunities will give you the most 
fulfillment down the road. By shutting out and 
ignoring external pressures, you create space 
to let your inner wisdom guide the choices 
you make. The traveler is not distracted by the 
golden gleam of the cups, since he has learned 
to resist the tempting illusion of material 
wealth and short-term gratification. His goat 
horns imply that while others may think he is 
being stubborn at times, this is mostly a result 
of his clear vision and strong sense of purpose. 

Reversed:
The Seven of Cups reversed implies that there 
are lots of new opportunities at your fingertips, 
almost too many to choose from. You may be 
having trouble committing to a decision, aware 
that some roads lead to peril, while others lead 
to great reward. As a result, you may be making 
decisions that only pay off in the short term, 
leading to instant gratification, but that don’t 
get you any closer to your long-term ambi-
tions. Perhaps your goals are so lofty that none 
of these first steps seem like part of the jour-
ney you want. Remember, all dreams are pipe 
dreams until they are assigned tangible steps 
and goals. Out of all the opportunities you have 
right now, it’s time to pick one and make the 
most of it.

EIGHT OF CUPS
Upright:
As this poor amphibian’s plight makes clear, 
the Eight of Cups symbolizes a moment of 

transition. You’ve hit a dead end, experi-
enced personal loss, or had your perspective 
throughly shaken up, pushing you into a new 
and unexpected chapter of your life. This may 
be a real shock, as it seemed like a moment 
ago you were standing on firm ground. In re-
ality, there may have been plenty of red flags 
that you were ignoring, or past trauma that you 
were neglecting to address. This is an opportu-
nity for introspection, to return or retreat to a 
comfortable place and summon your strength 
once more, just as the amphibian will again 
submerge itself in the cool, nourishing waters 
from whence it came. 

Reversed:
The Eight of Cups reversed suggests that you 
have let doubt and uncertainty get the best of 
you, leaving you suspended in a kind of limbo. 
Perhaps you’re afraid to sacrifice comfort and 
go out on a limb, unable to take the plunge to 
find your true calling. Deep down, you know 
your current situation isn’t sustainable, but 
you’re still trying to hold on as long as you can. 
This card is a warning that, if you stand still too 
long, opportunities may pass you by, and the 
universe will make your decisions for you. This 
card can often symbolize returning home or 
somewhere familiar to you. Perhaps you’re not 
feeling as emotionally mature or prepared as 
you once thought you were, and by finding an 
environment where you’re comfortable, you 
can better plan your next step.

NINE OF CUPS
Upright:
This hammy crustacean seems to be enjoying 
itself immensely, ready to imbibe in the finest 
food and drink. That being said, the scene is 
quite tidy, the cups aligned in a perfect circle, 
not one drop spilled prematurely. The Nine of 
Cups suggests that your diligence, orderliness 
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and determination have brought abundance 
to your life, whether in a material or spiritual 
sense. Now it’s time to let loose and celebrate! 
There’s nothing wrong with rewarding yourself 
for all your hard work. Indulge yourself and 
enjoy the fruits of your labour for once. On the 
other hand, the card encourages you to share 
your good fortune with those around you, and 
not to overindulge. Nobody likes a hog, after all.

Reversed:
As happy as this crustacean seems to be with 
all its spoils, there’s something somewhat 
vulgar about the whole scene. It suggests an 
unhealthy relationship to food, alcohol and/or 
material wealth. Perhaps you’ve been over-in-
dulging, or developed a dependence that’s out 
of control. Maybe you’ve found yourself craving 
attention in the wrong ways, being boastful or 
showing off as a way to mask your own feelings 
of insufficiency. Perhaps you’ve found great 
material success but not the happiness you 
thought would accompany it. At what cost has 
this success come, and who else might have 
paid for it? It’s time to re-evaluate what true 
success and abundance look like to you, and 
find a healthier path towards fulfillment. 

TEN OF CUPS
Upright:
While to some this island lighthouse kingdom 
may seem sinister and isolated, to those who 
live there it represents an idyllic, tranquil par-
adise, where all have learned to live in perfect 
harmony with one another. You may also be 
experiencing this feeling of coming together, 
perhaps by making a long-term commitment 
to someone, returning to visit family or cel-
ebrating a holiday with friends. Maybe you 
finally feel like an active, vital part of your 
community, expanding your idea of what fam-
ily means. Although things may at times feel a 

bit crowded, you know that collectively you’ve 
achieved something beautiful, and that these 
connections will enrich the meaning of your 
own life. As symbolized by the dark interior 
tunnel at the base of the island, the road to 
community starts within ourselves, under-
standing our own needs and principles, and the 
kind of world we’d like to build for others. 

Reversed:
While this lighthouse kingdom may once have 
seemed like a strong, united empire, it now 
seems broken, vulnerable and isolated. The 
Ten of Cups reversed suggests a home or fam-
ily life that has fallen out of harmony, where 
everyone seems to be stepping on each other’s 
toes. You may be distracted by work or mate-
rial ambitions, and making loved ones feel ne-
glected. Or you might be the one feeling alien-
ated or forced into situations that don’t align 
with your personal values. Like the light-bulb in 
the tower, the passion and inspiration in your 
life has burned out. Direct your attention in-
wards and discover for yourself what’s missing. 
Be honest and direct in your relationships, and 
communicate your needs clearly. On the other 
hand, you may want to consider changing your 
own behaviour in consideration of someone 
else. Sometimes small compromises are neces-
sary to restore harmony in the home.

PAGE OF CUPS
Upright:
Understandably, The Page of Cups has been 
caught a little off guard by the reptile popping 
out of her travel chalice, although she has re-
covered admirably. Now, the two of them seem 
to be having a pleasant, confidential chat. The 
card, therefore, conveys the idea of positive 
communication, the delivery of an unexpected 
message, or a sudden strike of inspiration. We 
are at our most vulnerable when we’re star-
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tled, and most of us probably look pretty silly 
in the moment. What’s important is to harness 
this adrenaline and express yourself. The card 
implies that you have a healthy, mature rela-
tionship with your emotions, and are able to 
reconcile your spiritual and material needs and 
stay connected to your inner child. This emo-
tional maturity allows you to recognize that 
sometimes it’s okay to indulge your sponta-
neous whims. This may manifest in some bold 
fashion choices, painting, singing; whatever you 
need to do, don’t hesitate to let it out!

Reversed:
While these two companions appear to be 
having a pleasant conversation, one could also 
suspect the passing of some scandalous gossip. 
At your expense, perhaps? The Page of Cups 
reversed symbolizes hurtful dialogue, whether 
external or interior. There may be important 
plans being concealed, damaging rumours 
spread, or it may refer to the way your inner 
voice seems to conspire against you, filling you 
with doubt and a sapping your self-worth. The 
way this reptile has popped out of the cup sug-
gests that something has happened suddenly, 
leaving you stunned and unsure how to best 
proceed. The card also suggests that you may 
be lacking in emotional maturity, drowning 
out your insecure side with drugs or alcohol, or 
seeking attention in other harmful ways. Per-
haps you are the one spreading gossip about 
others, trying to tear them down to make your-
self feel better. Whatever it is, it’s time to grow 
up a bit, take the high road and be kinder to 
yourself and others.

KNIGHT OF CUPS
Upright:
While his steed may be the largest and most 
powerful of all, the Knight of Cups moves 
slowly and gracefully, not wanting to upset the 

steaming love potion balanced on the crea-
ture’s snout. Most of the steed is sunk down 
into the waters of the subconscious, symboliz-
ing that the Knight is deeply connected to his 
emotions and creativity, but always manages to 
stay above water. The barren lands behind him 
show that he is bringing life, love and creativity 
to places that need it most. His generous spirit 
compels him to share his love freely, and his 
winged helmet suggests a free-flying imagina-
tion that, paired with his emotional maturity, 
can translate dreams into reality. The card is 
an encouragement to explore your feminine, 
intuitive side, and let your heart lead the way 
for a bit. Put your feelings into action and ex-
press yourself! It could also suggest that you 
have assumed a diplomatic role, able to guide 
people through emotional turmoil or conflict, 
and maintain balance with your cool and calm 
demeanour. 

Reversed:
With so much power at his command, the 
Knight of Cups reversed still seems a bit stuck 
and directionless. The way ahead is obscured 
in a thick cloud of steam, suggesting he is lost 
in reverie and illusion, but unable to take di-
rect action to manifest his dreams. The card 
also implies a lack of emotional control; the 
Knight is precariously perched, seemingly at 
the mercy of this brutish emotional creature 
submerged in his subconscious. Perhaps you’ve 
been letting your emotions get the better of 
you lately, feeling jealous, spiteful or vindictive. 
It might seem like everybody’s against you, or 
that you’ve been cheated out of success, and 
you’re lashing out in unproductive ways that 
only isolate you further. Be patient with your-
self, examine your feelings carefully and pro-
ceed in ways that will help you in the long run.
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QUEEN OF CUPS

Upright:
The Queen of Cups is definitely not afraid to 
let her feelings show! She is an open book with 
her emotions, but that doesn’t mean she isn’t 
in control. By balancing these passions with 
a keen sense of logic and compassion, she 
is able to lead in a confident, caring manner. 
While she is nurturing to others, she knows 
how to set boundaries and give tough love 
when it’s needed. The Queen of Cups invites 
you to open yourself up to the world and don’t 
hold back! She could also represent an older 
woman who, even while she can sometimes be 
a bit harsh in her advice and comments, ulti-
mately loves you and wants to help you grow. 
Or perhaps you have recently assumed the role 
of mentor or coach to someone else, and are 
trying to assert authority while also showing 
compassion and sensitivity. It can be a hard 
balance to maintain, but don’t let guilt or frus-
tration get the best of you if things don’t always 
go perfectly.

Reversed:
We’ve all had days where our emotions build 
up and everything keeps piling on until we just 
want to scream and let it all out. The Queen 
of Cups reversed suggests that you are at your 
boiling point, and need to regain emotional 
balance and calm. You might be diving in and 
trying to solve other people’s problems, and ig-
noring the toll it’s taking on your own well-be-
ing. The lid closed tightly over the Queen’s 
cup implies that you’re bottling things up and 
neglecting these emotional needs, and that it’s 
only a matter of time before you snap. Remove 
yourself from situations that may be getting 
too demanding or chaotic, and create space for 
periods of calm self-reflection. The Queen of 
Cups reversed could also suggest that you’ve 
be come obsessed with material consumption, 
always desiring more and more, without re-
flecting on what might fulfill you more deeply.

KING OF CUPS

Upright:
The King of Cups demonstrates mastery over 
his emotional subconscious. Instead of re-
pressing his feelings, he has the emotional ma-
turity to probe and examine them, and direct 
his energy calmly but willfully in a productive 
direction. In this way, the King of Cups rep-
resents an importance balance between logic 
and emotion. The card encourages you to find 
a similar internal calm, resist snap judgements 
and reactionary decisions, and communicate 
with others on a more compassionate level. 
Seated on a simple tree-stump throne, drink-
ing a cozy cup of tea, the King knows that spiri-
tual fulfillment and wisdom are more valuable 
than material wealth.  He may represent an 
older, more experienced male figure who has 
come into your life as a coach, mentor or advi-
sor, ready to share his wisdom. Or you may be 
looking to assume this role for someone else. 

Reversed:
The King of Cups reversed is symbolic of emo-
tional pain, manipulation or repression. He 
seems to be attempting to drown his mon-
strous emotional side, pushing it down into 
the waters of the subconscious in an attempt 
to repress and ignore it. Perhaps you have an 
equally unhealthy relationship with your emo-
tions, always letting them slip out and manifest 
themselves in ways that you later regret. That 
rather sinister-looking potion the King holds in 
his hand also suggests that you may be under 
someone else’s emotional control. You’ve 
opened up to someone, and they’ve taken this 
vulnerability and weaponized it. The card also 
implies a passionate sense of retribution or 
revenge. You or someone you know may be 
carrying pain and emotional baggage that has 
made them want to subjugate or punish others 
instead of opening up and relating to them on 
a compassionate level. 
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ACE OF SWORDS

Upright:
The Ace of Swords is an extremely hopeful 
card, suggesting that the clouds are parting and 
you are on the brink of a major breakthrough 
or revelation. You have successfully honed your 
mental powers until they are razor-sharp, able 
to cut through the toughest of obstacles. The 
steep mountains below remind you that the 
road ahead will not be easy, but the wreath 
and crown suggest victory and power on the 
horizon. Despite all this optimism, the Ace of 
Swords is also an important reminder that, 
like any tool, your intellect can be used for 
good or evil, depending on where you direct 
it. Don’t just lend your sword out to any quest 
that comes along; think about what you’re 
ultimately fighting for, and attach yourself to a 
worthy cause. 

Reversed:
Storm clouds are gathering, and the moun-
tain peaks below suggest a hard journey on 
the horizon. The wreath and crown symbolize 
success and power, but the way the bloodied 
sword is thrust through the top of the crown 
suggests that you are trying to seize these goals 
in a dishonourable or inauthentic way that 
does not align with your values. Your intellect is 
a force to be reckoned with, but remind your-
self to use it as a tool, not a weapon. You may 
be feeling frustrated, as though your goals are 
obscured or just beyond your reach, and you’re 
letting your impatience and ambition corrupt 
your principles. Don’t let yourself get so caught 
up in the rat race that you find yourself discon-
nected from what’s really important. Remind 
yourself that true success is earned and not 
taken, and lasting power depends on mutual 
respect instead of intimidation.

TWO OF SWORDS

Upright:
Despite managing to keep up appearances, 
this avian traveler has found themselves in a 
compromising situation, with no easy way out. 
The swords held in its hands, pointed in op-
posite directions, suggest a difficult decision 
that you’re struggling to make. You may feel 
like you’re missing the perspective to make an 
informed choice, or that there may be unseen 
consequences waiting for you. Like the duck 
standing in the stew pot, its hat pierced with 
an arrow, you may be all too aware of a clear 
and present danger, but are choosing to ignore 
it to buy yourself more time. The river flowing 
in the background suggests that you should 
consult your intuition, and use it to balance out 
the facts in your possession. Despite every-
thing, the duck does seem to be maintaining 
this balance, suggesting that this may also be 
a strength of yours. Stop procrastinating and 
choose your next step! 

Reversed:
Like the duck who has found themselves beset 
by arrows while waist deep in a stew pot, this 
card is about feeling stuck between a rock and 
a hard place. The two swords, pointed in op-
posite directions, represent a difficult decision 
that must be made, where all roads seem to 
lead to disaster. You may be feeling pressured 
from all sides, with too many people weighing 
in and sharing opinions. Perhaps you’re butt-
ing heads with a friend or coworker, and the 
two of you can’t seem to find a compromise. 
Maybe you’ve assumed the role of peacemaker 
in order to help others through a conflict, but 
you’re feeling caught in the fray. Sometimes 
there is no perfect solution, and a compromise 
can leave both sides feeling unfulfilled. Accept 
the fact that you can’t please everyone. Sort 
through the facts in an orderly manner, and use 
your intuition to guide you towards the lesser 
of two evils.
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THREE OF SWORDS

Upright:
The three swords plunged into the floating 
heart represent the words, actions and inten-
tions of others that can often be painful and 
hard to shake. As a result, you may be feeling 
an intense amount of heartbreak or depres-
sion. The falling drops of blood are an encour-
agement to let your emotions out and maybe 
have a good cry, in order to gradually purge 
the damage inflicted upon you. Reach out for 
support from others if you need it, instead of 
suffering in silence. Remember that, like all 
stormy weather, this too shall pass. While it’s 
important to give yourself time to heal, don’t 
allow yourself to wallow in misery for too long. 
Instead, take this opportunity to examine why 
other people might be projecting onto you or 
treating you unfairly. Practing forgiveness can 
present a healthier way forward.

Reversed:
The Three of Swords reversed suggests that 
a storm is passing, and the sun is rising once 
again. You may be recovering from a period of 
depression, grief or disappointment, but finally 
seeing the light at the end of the tunnel. By giv-
ing yourself time to process and examine these 
dark, turbulent emotions, you’ve found an 
opportunity to learn and grow. Although these 
experiences have been painful, they’ve allowed 
you to gain insights on the emotional power 
others may be wielding over you, or the way 
in which you undermine your own well-being 
with harsh self-criticism and doubt. After this 
period of solitary self-reflection, it might be 
time to reconnect with friends and loved ones. 

FOUR OF SWORDS

Upright:
This battered-looking bird soldier is looking all 
tuckered out and has taken a seat on a certain 
kind of throne to find some relief. He’s made it 
through another battle, but now it’s time to rest 
and recuperate before tackling the next chal-
lenge. The Four of Swords is a sign that your 
body is telling you it needs a break, but your 
mind wants to keep pushing. Maybe you’ve 
taken on too much responsibility to acknowl-
edge that you’re struggling. This constant stress 
isn’t sustainable, and you’re approaching some 
serious burnout. Take some time away form 
the hustle and bustle, and give yourself some 
credit for what you’ve already accomplished. 
Once you’ve gotten some rest, things will seem 
less daunting and you’ll be ready to carry on. 

Reversed:
Like this pooped-out little guy, you’ve been 
recharging your battery and taking a break 
before continuing on with your journey. From 
the looks of the churned-up earth and blood-
ied sword, he’s fought a harrowing battle and 
earned his rest. It’s important to take a step 
back and find some solitude to plan out your 
next steps. Now that you’ve recovered your 
mental and physical strength, it’s time to get 
back out there! The Four of Swords reversed 
suggests that you may be feeling restless to 
jump back into action, but it’s also a reminder 
to not act too hastily, and to take care in im-
plementing your newly made plans. The card 
could also mean that you are struggling to get 
back into the swing of things, feeling discour-
aged or procrastinating even with your physi-
cal strength restored. It might be best to take 
things slowly at first, just putting one foot in 
front of the other, and before long you’ll feel 
your motivation return.
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FIVE OF SWORDS

Upright:
It appears as though a terrible conflict has 
occurred, leaving only one survivor standing. 
The cigar clenched in their mouth suggests that 
celebrations are in order, but it’s hardly a happy 
scene. The Five of Swords represents success 
achieved at great cost. Perhaps you’ve stub-
bornly fought to get your way, but now find 
yourself isolated from your peers, regretting 
the pain you may have caused others in the 
process. In the end, all you’re able to reflect on 
are the things you’ve lost, and there may be lin-
gering wounds that you’re struggling to mend, 
now that the fighting has stopped. Success is 
most sweet when it can be shared with those 
around us, and now may be the time to rebuild 
some bridges and apologize for past mistakes. 

Reversed:
This poor soul has suffered terrible pain in bat-
tle, and despite managing to survive, is reflect-
ing on the whole endeavour as an abject fail-
ure. The Five of Swords suggests that in some 
conflicts there can be no winner, and some 
wounds do not heal easily. Perhaps you’re 
struggling to move on from a past defeat, feel-
ing weighed down with regret. Or it could be 
that you’re trying to bury past mistakes, but the 
consequences are finally catching up to you. It’s 
time to face the fallout of these past conflicts 
head on, acknowledge the pain you’ve caused 
others, and forgive them if they’ve wronged 
you. True progress is not found in designating 
winners and losers, but in finding ways to mu-
tually affirm and support one another. 

SIX OF SWORDS
Upright:
The ship in the Six of Swords appears to be 
fleeing from a turbulent conflict, looking back 

to the past with sadness and regret. The bird 
perched on the mast is looking ahead into the 
future, but the shredded sail suggests that 
little forward progress is being made. All that 
baggage can’t be helping either! Perhaps you 
have found yourself in a similar period of tran-
sition. When giving up what feels familiar and 
comfortable to us, it’s easy to candy coat our 
memories, thinking only of what we wish we 
could bring along with us. This is exactly what’s 
holding the bird back though. If it only spread 
its wings and left this overloaded ship behind, 
it would reach those green shores much faster. 
Think about what’s really essential to you on 
this journey, and cast the rest overboard. 

Reversed:
While the ship seems to be trying to flee from 
a bad situation, it can hardly make much prog-
ress with that shredded sail and heavy luggage. 
It’s as though the bird has forgotten that, if it 
simply cast off its baggage, it could fly quite 
easily to those green shores. Perhaps you’ve 
come to a similar realization lately, and are 
beginning to re-assess the things you’ve been 
holding onto. It can be hard to give up habits, 
things and people that bring us comfort and 
security, but you’re beginning to realize that the 
alternative can be just as risky. You know that 
those things you were holding onto weren’t 
sustainable, you’re ready to pack lighter and 
travel faster. You’re on the right path, so keep 
up the momentum!

SEVEN OF SWORDS
Upright:
There’s definitely something suspicious about 
this guy, walking hastily away from a rather 
grisly scene, his pack loaded with (more than 
likely) stolen valuables. The Seven of Swords 
represents betrayal, theft and trickery. You 
might be feeling held back by conflicting opin-
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ions in a group situation, or frustrated by piles 
of bureaucratic red tape, and you’re ready to 
go renegade and play fast and loose with the 
rules. However, this sneaky mentality could 
end up alienating you, leaving a trail of nasty 
consequences in your wake. Even if you’re 
never caught, you might end up burdened 
with embarrassment and shame, realizing that 
the effort you put into sneaking around wasn’t 
worth it in the end. Some rules are made to 
be broken, but remember to stay true to your 
conscience and be mindful of the negative ef-
fect your actions might have.  

Reversed:
While he seems to have pulled off a treach-
erous plot and gotten all the war booty he 
can carry, there’s something rather cowardly 
and shameful about this fellow. Distracted by 
the grisly trail of consequences he’s left in his 
wake, he’s lost sight of the road ahead. Per-
haps you’ve found success or managed to pull 
off some form of trickery, but now guilt and 
embarrassment are eating at you. You may 
wonder whether you’ve really earned all that 
you possess, coming up with elaborate justifi-
cations that deep down you know aren’t valid. 
To move forward, you will have to face the 
consequences of your actions head on. It might 
be the perfect time to come clean and remove 
this heavy burden. 

EIGHT OF SWORDS
Upright:
This prison/meat processing plant oozes de-
spair and hopelessness. Whatever is going on 
inside, it’s bad enough that the prisoners have 
jumped from the windows to escape, only 
to meet their deaths on the swords below. 
The Weight of Swords suggests that you have 
trapped yourself in a similarly oppressive 
mindset, through negative thoughts and harsh 

self-criticism. You may be playing the victim, 
convincing yourself that progress is impossi-
ble, hoping that someone else will come along 
and fix your problems for you. While the card 
suggests that there are tangible problems you 
might be dealing with, such as financial debt or 
moral dilemmas, they aren’t as bad as you’ve 
made them out to be. Sometimes a change of 
perspective is all we need to realize that the 
solution was right in front of us all along. Notice 
that the front entrance to the prison is open 
and unguarded; the prisoners can simply walk 
out whenever they decide to stop punishing 
themselves. 

Reversed:
While this nightmarish building appears to 
be a hopeless labyrinth of deadly traps and 
barred windows, the front door has been left 
open and unguarded, allowing the prison-
ers to escape. Perhaps you are also emerging 
from a period in which you felt victimized and 
powerless, but are taking back control and 
independence once again. You may have real-
ized that things aren’t as bad as they seemed, 
and you’ve started to break negative thought 
patterns so you can get back in the driver’s 
seat. There could be some lingering feelings of 
shame and embarrassment as you realize that 
you could have changed things long ago. Don’t 
allow this to drag you down into another cycle 
of self-loathing though. Practice self-affirma-
tion and remind yourself that you deserve this 
newfound happiness.

NINE OF SWORDS
Upright:
This disturbing character dwells in the realm 
of nightmare, representing inner trauma, ob-
sessive negative thoughts and stress. You 
may be having trouble getting a good night’s 
sleep, the same worrisome thoughts bounc-
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ing around your head like an echo chamber. 
Take care that these worries do not become 
self-fulfilling prophecies, as all this fretting 
may end up alienating you from others and 
making you blind to the joys of life. While you 
may be trying to avoid discomfort, pain or 
embarrassment, this constant worrying has 
become its own self-inflicted wound. You may 
need to look outside yourself to find help in 
breaking this compulsive cycle of negative 
ideation. Don’t be afraid to take what’s in that 
internal echo chamber of yours and vocalize it; 
when we force ourselves to put something into 
words, it loses some of its power over us, mak-
ing us realize that the situation isn’t as complex 
or impossible as we thought. 

Reversed:
This nightmarish creature seems to be in great 
pain, about to reach its bursting point. You 
may be finding yourself in a similar spot, hav-
ing reached the bottom of a downward spiral. 
You’ve been stuck in a negative feedback loop, 
and these mental pokes and prods have be-
come deep self-inflicted wounds. When fear 
and stress build up over time, they can often 
become more painful than the thing we were 
trying to avoid in the first place. The important 
thing is that you’ve opened your eyes to the sit-
uation, and taking the necessary steps to break 
this damaging mental cycle and let happiness 
bloom once more.

TEN OF SWORDS
Upright:
The Ten of Swords communicates a dreadful 
feeling of inevitability, as you approach the 
open doors of a demonic iron maiden. You 
may have found yourself thrust into a similarly 
painful spot, at a time when you least expect it. 
This could be a betrayal, scam or sudden loss 
that blindsides you and leaves you trapped in 

victim mode, feeling as though the world itself 
has stabbed you in the back. Sometimes we 
have to accept that certain things are beyond 
our control, and try to pick up the pieces as 
best we can. All the swords are pointed in-
wards, a sign for you to reflect on how certain 
choices and thought patterns may have con-
tributed to your present circumstances. The 
Ten of Swords is also about misused power and 
squandered mental ability, representing those 
who use their intellect in ways that are ulti-
mately cold and degrading.

Reversed:
The Ten of Swords reversed represents a sud-
den change or disruption that, despite our best 
efforts, has become inevitable. You’ve been 
holding on for dear life, afraid of the pain and 
discomfort that might come with this transi-
tional phase. Or maybe you’ve been stuck in a 
victim mindset, trapping yourself in negative 
thought patterns. Fortunately, you’ve realized 
that it’s time to tear off the bandaid and get on 
with things! While the iron maiden pictured 
here seems a terribly cruel instrument, it also 
forms a sort of cocoon, from which you will 
emerge stronger than before. 

PAGE OF SWORDS
Upright:
For many years, the Page of Swords has been 
studying all the books of knowledge he can get 
his hands on, in preparation for his journey. He 
is confidently brandishing his sword, savouring 
the moment before he jumps into action. Like 
him, perhaps you’re feeling a thirst for new 
experiences to test all those theories and ideas 
you’ve developed. The Page of Swords also 
implies that you have a remarkable way with 
words and language, and there is an important 
message that you feel compelled to commu-
nicate to others. You may feel called to fight 
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injustice in all its many forms, or feel you have 
some special insight to share. Once you get 
started on your path, remember that studying 
and theorizing is one thing, but putting these 
ideas into action is quite another. You may 
learn many practical and spiritual lessons from 
those who are self-taught or less academically 
experienced than you.

Reversed:
Having just finished reading this tome of 
knowledge, the Page of Swords is feeling that 
he is more than ready for anything that comes 
his way. There is a sense of arrogance about 
him, as though he’s used to being the smart-
est one in the room. He has a natural talent for 
influencing the people around him with words 
and language, but his superiority complex has 
made him cold and withdrawn. Perhaps you 
are having similar troubles levelling with those 
around you, always feeling like you’re above it 
all. This could be interfering with your ability 
to communicate the sort of message that you 
find authentic or valuable, resorting to gossip, 
manipulation and sarcasm. Perhaps you prefer 
to leave projects suspended in the idea phase, 
content in the knowledge that, if you were only 
to see them to conclusion, they would be huge 
successes. Remind yourself to stay humble and 
open to new knowledge that may come to you 
from unexpected sources. 

KNIGHT OF SWORDS
Upright: 
The Knight of Swords charges into battle, ab-
solutely determined to achieve success, and 
flattening everything that gets in his way. Both 
his sheer strength and mental agility allow him 
to focus on the destination without worry-
ing about the steps that must be taken to get 
there. However, this can lead him into danger-
ous territory with unforeseen consequences. 

This is a warning to slow down a bit and di-
rect your energy more carefully. The card also 
suggests that you have an excellent grasp of 
language and public speaking. You may enjoy 
debating with others, defending your theories 
and conclusions with passion. However, you 
may be so eager to justify your position and 
come out on top, that you don’t always listen to 
other people’s points. Putting on these mental 
blinders and charging ahead could get you to 
your goal faster, but you might also leave other 
people feeling steam-rollered and resentful in 
the process. 

Reversed:
The Knight of Swords reversed is bristling with 
energy, always charging ahead but never reach-
ing his destination. It could be that he is not 
moving at all, his tires spinning uselessly in the 
mud. You have all this ambition and frantic 
energy, but nothing you’re directing it towards 
seems to get you anywhere. This frustrating 
predicament might make you overly rude 
and impatient with others who you feel aren’t 
pulling their weight. You may be trying to cut 
corners to find an easier, more immediately 
gratifying approach to your goals, using blunt 
force to ram your way through. It’s time to 
slow down and think a bit more carefully and 
maturely about things. Pick a next step, think 
about potential consequences and advantages, 
and proceed with grace and tact.

QUEEN OF SWORDS
Upright: 
The solid rock throne that the Queen of Swords 
is perched on suggests that she is a firm and 
decisive leader who will not tolerate platitudes 
or time-wasting niceties, preferring to get to 
the heart of the matter. However, she balances 
this hard demeanour with compassion, fair 
judgement and receptiveness, accepting input 
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from those around her to get the fullest per-
spective possible. She has a talent for cutting 
through deception to find the truth, and will 
fiercely protect those who are vulnerable or in 
need. The card suggests that you have a talent 
for hearing all sides of a matter and then run-
ning everything through your own intellectual 
and moral filter. You may tend to prioritize 
intellectual over emotional understanding. 
Because of this, you may come across as blunt 
or insensitive sometimes, but this is often just 
a side-effect of your conviction and commit-
ment to truth and justice. The Queen of Swords 
could also represent a feminine figure assum-
ing the role of a mentor or guide. While their 
criticism may seem too indelicate for your lik-
ing at times, consider that they might be sim-
ply trying to convey their wisdom in the most 
honest and efficient way. 

Reversed:
While her sharp intellect allows her to make 
hard decisions and stick to them, the Queen of 
Swords reversed is unable to balance this with 
her emotional side. Her pride and arrogance 
may be preventing her from hearing the per-
spectives of others, or she is letting negative 
emotions warp her view of reality, no longer 
able to make objective decisions. She has a 
tendency to handle things indelicately, speak-
ing without compassion. She may also repre-
sent an older woman who is something of a 
mentor or teacher, whose criticisms are overly 
harsh and narrow-minded. This card suggests 
that, while it’s important to take feedback and 
hear other perspectives, you must not allow 
other people to steam-roller you or prevent 
you from finding your own authentic self. 

KING OF SWORDS

Upright: 
The King of Swords is a stern, decisive ruler 
whose sharp intellect allows him to look at any 
situation in a calm, detached manner. He com-
municates his opinions with a bluntness and 
frankness that may put some people off, mak-
ing him seem uncaring and cold-hearted. How-
ever, this is only because he does not allow 
his emotions to sway him from what must be 
done. He encourages you to take a similar tact 
with problems you may be facing, leading with 
your head instead of your heart, using all the 
information at hand to cut through illusion and 
find the truth. It may be a good time to seek 
the opinion of an advisor or mentor, who has 
vast knowledge in his field and can point you in 
the right direction. While he may not treat this 
situation with the most delicacy or tact, he has 
wisdom to spare and, deep down, an eagerness 
to share it with you. 

Reversed:
While the King of Swords reversed has sharp-
ened his intellect into an effective tool, he 
has lost the ability to wield it in a positive and 
productive way. Corrupted by his position of 
authority, he has grown selfish and tyrannical, 
letting his emotional whims dictate where he 
applies his mental powers. He has a sadis-
tic side, taking pleasure in making others feel 
stupid and inferior. Convinced that he is the 
smartest person in the kingdom, he is unable 
to hear other people’s perspectives, set forever 
in his archaic ways. The King of Wands reversed 
might also represent someone you have be-
come dependent on for guidance or valida-
tion. This situation has turned toxic as they are 
forcefully imposing their values on you, refus-
ing to listen to your side, and manipulating you 
into thinking that what you’re feeling is wrong 
or imaginary. It may be time for you to reclaim 
power over your decisions and stop looking for 
this external approval.
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ACE OF COINS

Upright:
A golden coin hangs before you, ready for the 
taking. Inlaid into the coin is a pentacle, symbol 
of the earth and its material rewards. Although 
you are just starting to embark on a new jour-
ney, symbolized by the tunnel entrance, you 
may be looking forward to wealth, fulfillment 
and physical health. While the card does not 
ensure these positive outcomes, it suggests not 
to let any big opportunities pass you by. The 
time is ripe for action! Remember that abun-
dance often has strings attached, and realizes 
your dreams can lead to unforeseen respon-
sibilities. Make sure that, if this material abun-
dance does arrive, you use it in ways that are 
spiritually fulfilling and sustainable for you and 
those around you.

Reversed:
A golden coin hangs just out of your reach, as if 
taunting you. The Ace of Coins reversed warns 
that material wealth may prove elusive to you 
in the near future. This is not the time for risks 
or uninformed decisions, even if it seems like 
success is just out of reach. Big opportunities 
may fall through or come back to bite you. Be 
moderate in your spending and consumption, 
and consult with others on important deci-
sions. Additionally, this card may be a sign that 
you’re placing too much importance on ma-
terial wealth, allowing greed and a hoarding 
mentality to influence your decisions.

TWO OF COINS
Upright:
Like the traveler pictured in the card, you’ve 
been keeping up an impressive juggling act 
lately. You’re trying to keep as many things in 
the air as you can, and by carefully managing 
your time and energy you’re able to stay on top 

of many different roles and responsibilities. 
It’s important to remind yourself that ,while 
everything is working right now, there may 
come a time when you will need to prioritize 
and make sacrifices. Perhaps there are already 
two aspects of your life that seem to be vying 
for attention, or something important that 
you’ve been distracted from entirely. The trav-
eler seems unaware of the abundant wealth 
lying on the ground around him, too fixated on 
the coins in his hands. Taking a step back and 
grasping the bigger picture will grant insight 
into the things that are most important for you 
to carry forward.

Reversed:
This card suggests that you’re feeling over-
whelmed, juggling too many responsibilities 
and ambitions at once. Perhaps overwork is 
distracting you from friends and family, or 
causing you to neglect your physical health. 
You’re just trying to get by and hit your dead-
lines, or to keep as many options in play as 
possible, but you’ve lost sight of your long-
term plans. Hit pause, get organized and pri-
oritize your focus. Clarity of vision is needed to 
make your goals sustainable.

THREE OF COINS
Upright:
A strange alchemical apparatus sustains a 
blooming flower through a combination of 
potions and distillations. “Three heads are 
better than one,” it appears to suggest. When 
this card is drawn, it may suggest that you feel 
confident in your abilities and area of exper-
tise. Keep in mind, though, that pooling your 
knowledge with others will often yield the best 
results. Consider working or studying in a more 
collective environment, and be open to learn-
ing from those around you. Even the teacher 
can still be a student if they let themselves. By 
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observing other people working in their ele-
ment, you can discover how to combine and 
expand your collective talents. 

Reversed:
While it may seem like the liquid chambers in 
this alchemical apparatus are connected, the 
colours don’t seem to be mixing, trapped in 
their separate compartments. Similarly, you 
might be feeling a lack of flow and harmony in 
a group project. Perhaps you’ve shut yourself 
off from your team members, frustrated at the 
lack of progress. There are too many voices 
yelling over each other, pushing and pulling in 
different directions. It’s time to create a space 
for open dialogue and engage with your team 
on equal footing. Listen to their perspectives 
and reflect on whether your values and goals 
are aligning. Open yourself to the possibility of 
learning from your peers, even if you are older 
and more experienced.

FOUR OF COINS
Upright:
This porcine traveler is weighted down with 
all the treasures they’ve amassed, and yet all 
their attention is devoted to grabbing more. 
They’re sweaty and exhausted from carrying 
what they already have, and if they bend over 
too far they’re likely to topple over and lose 
everything. There may be a similar weight that 
you’re carrying on your own back, from old 
trauma and past experiences, or a compulsive 
need to accumulate friends or material objects. 
You’ve built up some security for yourself, and 
while this sense of being anchored might feel 
reassuring, it’s time to lighten the load a bit and 
keep moving forward. Avoid being stingy, think 
about what you truly need and look for others 
to share with and learn from. 

Reversed:
Imagine the sense of relief that this sweaty 
porcine fellow would have if he only removed 
the load of treasure from his back. You might 
be feeling this sense of relief now, as you’ve re-
cently made progress in resolving past trauma, 
getting out of an unhealthy relationship or just 
purging a bunch of old junk from your living 
space. You’ve simplified and scaled down, and 
you’re feeling that previous burden lift from 
your shoulders. You might also be feeling gen-
erous and ready to bestow your good fortune 
on others. While this benevolence is admirable, 
take care to not be too reckless in your choices, 
and see that you don’t get taken advantage of. 

FIVE OF COINS
Upright:
The Five of Coins suggests hard times ahead. 
Financial troubles, loneliness or personal set-
backs might leave you feeling a profound lack. 
In such times, it’s hard not to look to your 
neighbour and feel bitterness at the abun-
dance and happiness they possess. You may 
be left dwelling on the past, reflecting back on 
brighter days and wondering how things ended 
up like this. It’s time to stop comparing your-
self to other people, and realize that you’re on 
a personal trajectory that might not be in sync 
with those around you. Work with what you 
have, take pride in small steps and work your 
way back up. Don’t let embarrassment prevent 
you from seeking the assistance you might 
need. These periods of lacking are difficult, but 
can also renew our understanding of what is 
truly important. 

Reversed:
Like the little eyeball worm slithering out of the 
tower basement, you have recently emerged 
from a dark, difficult period and are seeing light 
once again. Perhaps you’ve made it out of fi-
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nancial troubles, have made improvements in a 
relationship, or you’re just feeling like luck is on 
your side for once. Take time to reflect on how 
your perspective might have been enriched by 
these previous challenges, and how in lacking 
something you discovered its true value. You 
might be in a rush to get back to ‘normal,’ but 
remember that healing is a process, and you 
may have some stairs left to climb.

SIX OF COINS
Upright:
This alchemical contraption demonstrates the 
virtues of generosity and equality. You may 
have recently found yourself on one side of a 
generous exchange. Perhaps you’ve received 
financial help, or appreciated someone giving 
you their care and attention. Or maybe you’re 
the one sharing your love and abundance with 
others, and experiencing the pleasure that this 
generosity brings. These are two sides of the 
same coin; what goes around comes around, 
and by paying forward the help you’ve received 
in the past, you are helping to maintain this 
cycle of love and reciprocity. 

Reversed:
The reversed Six of Coins warns of unhealthy 
or deceptive forms of generosity. Charity is 
helpful in the long run only when it nurtures 
self-reliance, and not permanent dependence. 
Perhaps you’ve developed a financial or emo-
tional reliance on someone else, and are now 
feeling trapped. The card also instructs you to 
be wary of scammers and con artists who may 
be masquerading as charitable do-gooders. If 
an opportunity seems too good to be true, it 
probably is. 

SEVEN OF COINS

Upright:
The Seven of Coins shows a pile of abundant 
riches, the reward of a lifetime of toil. The pre-
vious owner, that hard-working specimen now 
gently sinking into the loam, can hardly use 
the wealth now though. It’s a reminder that, 
although long-term planning, hard work and 
sacrifice are enviable traits, we need to re-
member to enjoy the fruits of our success. The 
coin hanging from the tree, displaying the pen-
tacle sign, is a reminder to stay grounded and 
not let ourselves be ruled by ambition alone. 
Maybe you’re always deferring enjoyment, tell-
ing yourself that there will always be time later 
to take that vacation, catch up with loved ones, 
go on an adventure. Keep telling yourself that 
long enough and the burnout will be inevitable. 
It’s okay to take some time off, have a little fun 
and reflect on what you’re working so hard for 
in the first place. 

Reversed:
The Seven of Coins reversed often suggests a 
lost investment or waste of time and energy. 
Success seems just out of reach, seemingly 
mocking you. Perhaps there’s a project, re-
lationship or career choice you’ve invested 
yourself into that isn’t paying off or coming to 
fruition the way you’d hoped. It can be hard to 
pull the plug on something you’ve invested so 
much of yourself into, but sometimes the most 
productive thing is to cut your losses and move 
on. Step back, think about your end game, and 
whether you’re leaving yourself enough time 
to actually enjoy the fruits of your labour along 
the way. 
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EIGHT OF COINS

Upright:
A cheerful turtle fellow, recently employed 
as a coin-stamper, has committed himself to 
improving his skills through hard labour and 
repetition. Each time he repeats his task, he 
improves on previous iterations, learning from 
previous errors. The work may seem tedious, 
but through diligence and determination, he 
has achieved mastery over his craft. If you are 
also in the midst of grinding away at something 
that’s proving to be more difficult or taking 
longer than you thought, this card encourages 
you stay patient and keep your eyes on the 
prize! Sometimes the eight time is the charm. 
Or ninth, or tenth…

Reversed:
While the hard-working turtle seems content 
in the repetitive nature of his work, you may 
be feeling the weight of a particularly te-
dious project or responsibility. Perhaps you’re 
drained of inspiration, feeling that all your time 
and energy isn’t getting you anywhere. The 
card can also symbolize shoddy workmanship, 
suggesting that you’ve becomez uninspired in 
your work, making you unreliable and careless. 
On the other hand you might be obsessed with 
attaining perfection, to the detriment of your 
health and business. This constant pressure 
has stifled your more intuitive, free-flowing 
creative side, the one that gets you excited to 
start things in the first place. Whatever it may 
be, it’s time to break up the routine, step out of 
your shell and re-evaluate the big picture.

NINE OF COINS
Upright:
The Nine of Coins shows a teeming garden, 
the reward of a plentiful harvest. A falcon has 
popped an eyeball out of its restrictive hood, 

able to look around and enjoy all the abun-
dance around it for the first time. Perhaps you 
have successfully completed a difficult endeav-
our, and have found yourself enjoying new-
found wealth, social status or independence. 
Look closely, though, and you will see that the 
bird’s beak is still bound, preventing it from 
fully enjoy the fruits of its labour. You may have 
accomplished a level of material comfort or 
stability, but are still feeling that something’s 
missing. Perhaps you don’t have someone to 
share your good fortune with, or a positive 
outlet to apply it to. Now that you’ve accom-
plished material success, find what will nourish 
your spiritual side.

Reversed:
The falcon’s owner has bound its beak, pre-
venting it from sampling all the delicious fruit 
that lies uneaten around it. Because of the 
owner’s greed and miserliness, the fruit will 
simply rot where it lays, enjoyed by nobody. 
Perhaps you have become blinded by material 
ambition, and are neglecting other aspects of 
your life, lacking in generosity. Maybe you’re 
finding that you have no time left to enjoy the 
fruits of your own labour. The Nine of Coins re-
versed can also mean that you’ve become enti-
tled, wanting to be rewarded without putting in 
the necessary work. Wealth and ambition can 
can come at the expense of grace and integrity, 
and it’s time to attune yourself to these higher 
values once more.

TEN OF COINS
Upright:
The Ten of Coins represents the culmination 
of a long journey, the castle symbolizing family 
and the material comforts of home. It suggests 
a successful end to your journey, where you 
have created abundance not only for yourself, 
but for those around you. Flushed with suc-
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cess, you might enjoy throwing lavish parties, 
hosting visitors or getting involved in charitable 
work, sharing your good fortune with others. By 
aligning your ambitions with a sense of integ-
rity and generosity, you are creating a sustain-
able future for you and your loved ones. Who 
would ever want to keep a house this big for 
themselves anyway? Pleasure lies in sharing 
what we’ve earned, and this card encourages 
you to always keep your door open.

Reversed:
This card suggests a standard of living that 
has become unsustainable.  Are you trying 
to maintain a level of opulence that you can’t 
really support? Who needs a house this big 
anyways? In a way, it’s almost reminiscent of a 
factory. This could be a reminder that always 
needing more means always working and 
grinding away, leaving less time for enjoyment 
and quality time with family and friends. Be-
fore long, everything begins to feel like work. 
The Ten of Coins reversed is a sign that it’s time 
to reassess, simplify and down-size. Cut your 
losses if you have to, and travel light.

PAGE OF COINS:
Upright:
This young farmer has only just started plough-
ing his field, laying the foundation of his future 
success. The Page of Coins is a sign that you 
value material comforts, financial stability and 
physical health, and have many goals related to 
these that you are hoping to accomplish. You 
have all the motivation and energy you need 
to be successful, however this card does not 
guarantee a positive outcome. Proceed with 
honesty and diligence, don’t look for shortcuts 
or rely on luck and bravado. This card invites 
you to assume the role of the apprentice. Even 
if you feel that you are well advanced in your 
career or craft, perhaps it’s time to expand 

outside your wheelhouse, and put yourself in a 
position where you aren’t the expert for once. 
Allowing yourself to be a student again will 
help you continue to learn and grow. 

Reversed:
The young farmer has only just started his 
work, but already he’s looking a bit distracted 
and discouraged. The Page of Coins reversed 
suggests the start of a journey that has already 
stalled and fallen into doubt. Perhaps you’ve 
failed to learn from old mistakes and are now 
carrying bad habits into this new venture. 
Maybe you’re doubting your abilities, and are 
procrastinating to avoid the parts of work you 
find the most challenging. Maybe you’re stuck 
in the idea phase, dreaming about all the 
things you could accomplish, but not wanting 
to take tangible steps. Remember to ask for as-
sistance if needed, but also look within yourself 
to find solutions to these obstacles.

KNIGHT OF COINS:
Upright:
The Knight of Coins is  taking the “slow and 
steady” approach to ploughing her fields. She’s 
not the most dashing or adventure-seeking of 
the knights, but her methodical approach can 
be relied upon to yield results. You may also 
have a traditional, meticulous work ethic that 
is serving you well right now. You’re not exactly 
rocking the boat, and the work may seem dull 
at times, but you accept your responsibilities 
without complaint and pride yourself on being 
reliable. You know the importance of finishing 
what you start, and this card encourages you to 
stay positive and see things through to the end. 

Reversed:
The method of transport the Knight of Coins is 
taking here is working fine, but perhaps there’s 
a better way? It almost seems as though climb-
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ing off and walking on her own would be faster. 
This card is a sign that you’re having trouble 
summoning inspiration or motivation. That 
“cog-in-the-machine” daily grind just doesn’t 
seem worth it, and you’ve started slouching 
around looking for corners to cut. Consider 
seeking more independence for yourself, 
whether it means assuming new responsi-
bilities at work or becoming your own boss. 
Take pride in walking your own path, and your 
motivation and passion will soon return. The 
Knight of Coins reversed may also indicate that 
you are the one being overbearing to others at 
work, micro-managing to the point that it’s in-
terfering with people’s ability to complete their 
tasks independently.

QUEEN OF COINS
Upright:
Sitting on her garden throne, the Queen of 
Coins is surrounded by material abundance. 
She takes care to provide a warm and invit-
ing home environment for her family and 
loved ones, cooking up hearty meals, lending 
a sympathetic ear and petting her rather un-
fortunate-looking bunny. Outside the home 
she has also maintained a highly successful 
career, using her practicality and no-nonsense 
attitude to gain financial stability as a self-
made woman. Against all odds, she is able to 
find time to fill her roles as home-maker and 
breadwinner. Kind of a high bar to set, right? 
Perhaps there’s a mentor or role model who 
you may be able to learn from in this regard. 
Alternatively, it might be a good time for you to 
assume a more nurturing role with someone 
else. The Queen of Coins gently reminds us 
that, when we make sure to care for and nour-
ish ourselves, we create the independence and 
stability needed to help others. 

Reversed:
There’s certainly a lot of abundance in the 
Queen’s garden, but it’s all looking rather jum-
bled and overgrown. These are all signs of a 
disorderly home situation. You might be ne-
glecting relationships or domestic responsibil-
ities because of work, feeling alienated from 
loved ones, or dealing with commitment is-
sues. The card implies that you might be con-
flicted about your need for independence; you 
want to spread your wings and get the things 
you want, but at whose expense? The Queen of 
Coins urges us to find balance in our home and 
work lives, and to be more honest, straightfor-
ward and nurturing in our relationships. Tidy-
ing up your living space and cooking a healthy, 
nourishing meal might not be the worst place 
to start.

KING OF COINS:
Upright: 
The King of Coins surveys the verdant fields 
around him, sampling wine from his extensive 
vineyards. All that he possesses was earned 
with blood, sweat and (secretly) some tears. 
Having built his wealth from very little, he 
prides himself on being a self-made man. He 
has enough discipline to prevent his gener-
osity from spilling over into foolishness, and 
avoids gambling and unnecessary risks at all 
costs. Often, this card represents the high level 
of social status, financial stability and material 
abundance that you hope to achieve. The King 
can also symbolize a mentor or role model 
who you might be turning to for advice. Ever 
the awkward paternal figure, he prefers tack-
ling problems in a practical, rather conservative 
matter. This has served him well in business 
but does not always make him the most emo-
tionally aware or visionary of teachers.
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Reversed:
The King of Coins reversed sits on a literal pile 
of wealth, flaunting it for all to see. A bit osten-
tatious, right? All this greed and bravado can’t 
be going over well with his subjects. Now that 
wealth and money have become meaningless 
to him, he spends his days gambling, cheat-
ing and indulging his cruel whims. This kind of 
shallow over-confidence and tyranny has made 
him careless, leaving his kingdom vulnerable 
and falling into ruin. Perhaps you have been 
irresponsible with your finances lately, taking 
unnecessary risks or living above your means. 
You might be finding it hard to stay motivated 
in the daily grind, and have started looking for 
easy ways out. You feel like you’ve followed 
the rules and it hasn’t gotten you anywhere, so 
why not try something else? Remind yourself 
that work and ambition are only meaningful 
when we align them with our higher values, 
and to lose our grace on the way to success is 
to be truly destitute. The King of Coins reversed 
could also suggest an abusive or emotionally 
distant father figure, who you’re unable to con-
nect with on a meaningful level. Look for other 
mentors to draw strength and knowledge from, 
or an opportunity to mentor someone else, 
providing for them what you once lacked.


